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ON FANO THREEFOLDS WITH SEMI-FREE C∗-ACTIONS, I
QILIN YANG AND DAN ZAFFRAN
Abstract. Let X be a Fano threefold and C∗ ×X → X an algebraic action.
Fix a maximal compact subgroup S1 of C∗. Then X has a S1-invariant Ka¨hler
structure and the corresponding S1-action admits an equivariant moment map
which is at the same time a perfect Bott-Morse function. We will initiate
a program to classify the Fano threefolds with semifree C∗-actions using the
Morse theory and holomorphic Lefschetz fixed point formula as the main tools.
In this paper we give a complete list of all possible Fano threefolds without
the interior isolated fixed points for any semifree C∗-actions. Moreover when
the actions whose fixed point sets have only two connected components and a
few of the rest cases, we give the realizations of the semifree C∗-actions.
1. introduction
Orlik and Wagreich gave a complete classification of smooth projective algebraic
surfaces with C∗-actions in [OW77]. Building on work of Audin, in [Ka99] Karshon
gave a complete classification of Hamiltonian circle actions on compact 4-manifolds,
proved that each of those 4-manifolds admits a compatible, invariant Ka¨hler struc-
ture. More precisely, compact symplectic 4-manifolds with Hamiltonian circle ac-
tions are in fact obtained by equivariant symplectic blow ups at fixed points of
the complex ruled surfaces. This classification is highly similar to the projective
algebraic surfaces with C∗-actions in [OW77]. The followed question is to give a
classification of Hamiltonian circle actions on compact 6-manifolds. In [Li03] Li de-
cided the possible types of fixed point set of a semifree Hamiltonian circle action on
the 6-manifold with the second Betti number less than 3. The general classification
is difficult since we lack a complete classification of smooth, simply-connected, com-
pact 6-manifolds. An easier question is the classification of the projective algebraic
3-folds (they are real 6 dimensional complex algebraic varieties) with Hamiltonian
circle actions. The Mori theory of the extremal ray contractions is very powerful in
the study of the algebraic 3-folds. Using this theory, Mori and Mukai[MM81] gave
a complete classification of Fano 3-folds, building on Iskovskih’s work about Fano
3-folds of Picard number one.
Note that Fano manifolds are uniruled. A classification of Fano 3-folds with
C∗ actions is undoubtedly helpful in studying the Hamiltonian circle actions on
compact 6-manifolds. Motivated by this crude observation, we wish to deal with
the simplest case-the classification of Fano 3-folds with semifree C∗-actions, in this
and a following paper.
At the beginning of this work, we want to imitate the procedure in [OW77] and
[Ka99] to give a classification of Fano 3-folds with C∗-actions. We had to give
up after some attempt, mainly because of the complexity of birational surgery in
higher dimension, partially due to the authors have no enough knowledge of the
computational details in the paper [MM81]. In this paper we go a different way
and use directly the classification results established by Iskovskih, Mori and Mukai.
Suppose a Fano 3-fold X admits a semifree C∗-action, we could label its fixed point
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data by different types. Use the Morse theory for the moment map as established
in [Fr59],[CS79],[At82], we could read the Hodge numbers from the assumed types
of fixed point data. Then use the holomorphic Lefschetz fixed point formula and
Atiyah-Bott- Berline-Vergne localization theorem, we could get more global numer-
ical invariants of X from its local fixed point data. These numerical characters will
greatly narrow the range the Fano manifolds which have C∗ actions, and as a result
we can study them case by case and finally get a complete classification.
The holomorphic Lefschetz fixed point formula and Atiyah-Bott-Berline-Vergne
localization theorem combine the local information near the fixed submanifolds
with the global topological and analytical invariants of X. The difficult is to decide
the local information near the fixed submanifolds. The following observations are
starting point of our work. Assume X is a Fano manifold with an effective semifree
C∗-action. Choose a S1-invariant Ka¨hler structure on X, since X is simply con-
nected we may further assume that S1-action is Hamiltonian. Then it admits an
equivariant moment map J : X → R1 which is a perfect Bott-Morse function
[Fr59],[At82]. The critical points of J are exactly the fixed points sets XS
1
= XC
∗
.
The connected components of XS
1
are Ka¨hler hence algebraic submanifolds of X.
Let r ∈ im(J); then J−1(r)/S1 = Xr is called the Marsden-Weinstein reduced
space at r. If the action is semi-free, then, for any regular value r, the reduced
space Xr is a smooth manifold; for a singular value r, for X of arbitrary dimension
it is not clear whether or not Xr is a smooth manifold. However, for a Fano 3-fold
X(it has real dimension 6), the fixed point sets are the minimum, the maximum
or of index 2 or co-index 2. By [GS89], all the reduced spaces (including those on
critical levels) are smooth manifolds. Moreover, when the index 2 and co-index 2
fixed point sets consist of surfaces, the reduced spaces are all diffeomorphic. The
natural diffeomorphism between the reduced spaces is induced by the gradient flow
of the Morse function, hence there is a well defined diffeomorphism between the
reduced spaces. Note the circle action is the restriction of the holomorphic C∗-
action, the Marsden-Weinstein reduced spaces Xa are Ka¨hler manifolds by [HL94].
Since X is a Fano 3-fold, Xa are also Fano surfaces by [Ft87]. Therefore all Xa
are del Pezzo surfaces. As a result, if there are index 2 and co-index 2 isolated
fixed points, the transformations of diffeomorphic type of the reduced spaces are
compositions of blow ups or blow downs between del Pezzo surfaces. In section 5,
we prove that on a pointwise fixed complex algebraic surface the moment map will
take maximum or minimum; and if C is a pointwise fixed complex algebraic curve
on it the moment map takes maximum or minimum, then C is a rational curve.
These observations provide enough information for the computations of the con-
tributions of fixed submanifolds in the holomorphic Lefschetz fixed point formula
and Atiyah-Bott-Berline-Vergne localization formula, and make it possible for us
to study the classification problem case by case since Fano manifolds of complex
dimension no more than two have very few possibilities.
The fixed points where the moment map does not take maximum or minimum
are called interior fixed points in this paper. In section 3 the connected components
of interior fixed points are classified into three types: fixed curves, isolated fixed
point of isotropic weight type (1, 2), isolated fixed point of isotropic weight type
(2, 1). In this paper we will give a classification of Fano 3-folds with semifree C∗-
actions which have no interior isolated fixed points. In a following paper we will
deal with the rest cases, i.e., the actions have at least one interior isolated fixed
point.
Theorem 1.1. Let X be a Fano 3-fold equipped with an effective, semifree, and
algebraic C∗-action. Suppose that the fixed point set XC
∗
has no no interior isolated
fixed points. If XC
∗
has two connected components, then X is listed in Table 5; if
XC
∗
has at least three connected components, then X is P 1×P 1×P 1, P 1× P˜ 2 or
a possible one in the rest cases in Table 6.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some basic notions
of algebraic transformation group, and display the relations among ruled manifolds,
Fano manifolds and algebraic manifolds with C∗-actions. In Section 3, using the
isotropic representation we give a classification of the types of the fixed point sub-
manifolds of algebraic threefolds with semifree C∗-action. In Section 4, we prove
the homology and cohomology groups with integer coefficient of a Fano 3-fold X
with C∗-actions are torsion free and the fixed surfaces are del Pezzo surfaces. We
give the expression of the Hodge number of X form those of its fixed submanifolds.
In Section 5, we compute the contributions of the fixed submanifolds of different
types to the holomorphic Lefschetz fixed point formula and Atiyah-Bott-Berline-
Vergne localization formula. In Section 6, we give a classification of Fano 3-folds
with semifree C∗-actions whose fixed point set has only two connected components.
Finally in Section 7, we give a classification of Fano 3-folds with semifree C∗-actions
whose interior fixed point set consists of algebraic curves.
2. C∗ actions on general projective 3-folds
Let G be an algebraic group and X an algebraic variety. A group action σ :
G × X → X is called an algebraic action if σ is a morphism between algebraic
varieties. Usually we denote σ(g, x) = g · x for brevity. Then g · (h · x) = (gh) · x
and 1 · x = x for any g, h ∈ G and x ∈ X. Here “1” denotes the unit of G. The
action is called effective if g · x = x for all x ∈ X then g = 1. Throughout this
paper we only study effective group actions. For any x ∈ X, the closed subgroup
Gx = {g ∈ G|g · x = x} is called the isotropy group at x and there is a naturally
induced linear representation of Gx on the tangent space TxX, called isotropic
representation. Let C∗ be the multiplicative group of complex number field C, it is
the simplest reductive algebraic group. In this paper we will only consider algebraic
C∗-actions on complex algebraic varieties if without special explanations.
A C∗-action on an complex affine variety V = Spec(A) is equivalent to a grading
of the ring A. If A is graded ring we can find homogeneous generators of the C∗-
algebra A, say x1, · · · , xn. The homomorphism φ : C[X1, · · · , Xn] → A defined by
φ(Xj) = xj defines an embedding of X in Cn. Let mj be the degree xj . Then define
an action of C∗ on Cn by
(1) t · (z1, · · · , zn) = (t
m1z1, · · · , t
mnzn).
This action on Cn leaves V invariant. The following Lemma was also used in
[OW77].
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that C∗ acts effectively on an affine variety V. Then there
exists an affine variety W and a Zariski open subset U of V such that U is equiv-
ariantly isomorphic to W × C∗, where C∗ acts on W × C∗ by translations on the
second factor.
Proof. Firstly assume that V = Cn is a complex vector space, and the action is
given as (1). In this case, we take
U = {(z1, · · · , zn)|z1 6= 0, · · · , zn 6= 0} = Spec(C[z1, · · · , zn, z
−1
1 , · · · , z
−1
n ]).
Define a grading of A = C[z1, · · · , zn, z
−1
1 , · · · , z
−1
n ] by degree zi = mi. Let R be the
subalgebra consists of elements of degree zero and W = SpecR. Since the action
is effective, g.c.d(m1, · · · ,mn) = 1. Hence there exist integers a1, · · · , an such that
a1m1+· · ·+anmn = 1. Let Z = z
a1
1 · · · z
an
n , then A = R[Z,Z
−1], hence U =W×C∗
in this case.
In the case of general affine variety V , by the embedding theorem of Sumihiro
[Sum74], there is a Zariski open subset which is equivariantly embedded in Cn. So
we may assume V ⊂ Cn is an affine subvariety cut out by an ideal I ⊂ R[Z,Z−1].
Naturally it has grading, and I = ⊕j∈ZIj = ⊕j∈ZI0Zj . Let W = Spec(R/I0), then
V =W × C∗. 
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Theorem 2.2. Suppose that X is nonsingular 3-fold equipped with an algebraic C∗-
action. Then there exist a smooth projecitve surface S, a 3-fold Y with an algebraic
C∗ action, and equivariant morphisms ϕ1, ϕ2,
Y
ϕ1

ϕ2
##●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
X
f
// S × P 1
such that
(A) the C∗-action on S × P 1 is given by t · (y, [z0 : z1]) = (y, [tz0, z1]);
(B) ϕ1 and ϕ2 are equivariant;
(C) ϕ1 is composed of blow ups whose centers are the fixed points or invariant
curves of the C∗-action.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, there is an open invariant subset U ⊂ X equivariantly
isomorphic to S0 × C∗, where S0 is a smooth surface. Therefore there is an open
embedding f : U → S×P 1, where S is a smooth completion of S0. Hence f defines
a dominant rational map f : X 99K S × P 1 which is equivariant relative to the C∗
action. The set I(f) of points of indeterminacy of f is an algebraic subset of X of
codimension at least two, hence I(f) is the union of finite number of points and
finite number of curves. If x ∈ I(f) is an isolated point then it is a fixed point,
otherwise f is defined at x by formula f(x) = t−1 · f(t · x). If x ∈ C ⊂ I(f) where
C is curve, by the same reason that t · x ∈ C, hence C is invariant. Note that
the singular points are also fixed, therefore we may assume that C is smooth. Let
X0 = X. Define inductively fi : Xi → Xi−1 to be the blow ups along the fixed
points and invariant curves located in the indeterminacy of f ◦ f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fi−1. By
Hironaka’s theorem on resolution of the indeterminacies of rational maps [Hir64],
there is an integer k such that Xk is smooth and f ◦ f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fk is defined on Xk.
Let Y = Xk, ϕ1 = f1 ◦ · · · ◦ fk and ϕ2 = f ◦ ϕ1. Note fi and f are equivariant and
hence so are ϕ1 and ϕ2. 
Proposition 2.3. Let X be nonsingular projective 3-fold which admits an effective
C∗-action, then there is a rational curve though a general point of X.
Proof. By Chevalley’s theorem, the orbit C∗ ·x at any point x ∈ X is a constructible
set, hence the closure C · x is an algebraic subset. Now assume x is not a fixed
point. Then C · x − C · x is a C∗-invariant subset consists of lower dimensional
orbits, therefore the algebraic subset C · x− C · x is a finite set and it is pointwise
fixed by C∗-action. We claim that the limits limt→0 t ·x and limt→∞ t ·x must exist.
In fact, the action morphism C∗ ×X → X yields an algebra homomorphism:
C[X ]→ C[C∗ ×X ] = C[C∗]⊗ C[X ],
for f ∈ C[X ], we may write
f(t · x) =
m∑
i=1
φi(t)ψi(x),
where φ1, · · · , φm ∈ C[C∗] and ψ1, · · · , ψm ∈ C[X ]. If one of the limits limt→0 t ·
x and limt→∞ t · x does not exist, then there exist series {t1i }, {t
2
i } ⊆ C
∗ with
limi→∞ t
1
i = limi→∞ t
2
i , but the limits limi→∞ t
1
i · x and limi→∞ t
2
i · x are different.
Since C · x− C · x is a finite set, there exist ǫ0 > 0 such that
lim
i→∞
|f(t1i · x)− f(t
2
i · x)| ≥ ǫ0,
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but
lim
i→∞
|
m∑
k=1
(φk(t
1
i )ψi(x)− φk(t
1
i )ψi(x))| = 0,
this is a contradiction.
Hence C · x is isomorphic to a rational curve if x is not a fixed point. Since the
fixed point set XC
∗
is an algebraic subset of X and the action is effective, XC
∗
is
a proper algebraic subset of X. Hence there is a rational curve passing through a
generic point of X. 
Recall that a projective variety X of dimension n is called ruled (resp. uniruled)
if there is a variety Y of dimension n−1 and a birational (resp. dominant rational)
map Y × P 1 99K X. By definition a projective variety is uniruled then there is a
rational curve through a general point. If X is irreducible and X −XC
∗
is a finite
union of C∗-invariant affine open subsets, by Luna’s slice theorem, each invariant
affine open subset is ruled and henceX is ruled. We conjecture that any nonsingular
projective variety equipped with an effective C∗-action is ruled.
A projective manifold X with ample canonical line bundle KX is of general type,
it admits no effective C∗ actions since its automorphism group is a finite group.
If the anticanonical line bundle of X is ample, it is called a Fano manifold. A
projective variety is called rationally connected if there is rational curve through
a general pair of points. Kollar, Miyaoka, Mori [KMM92] and Campana [C92]
proved that nonsingular Fano varieties are rational connected, in particular they
are uniruled. However not every Fano manifold admits an effective C∗-action.
Fano surfaces have the following complete lists: (1) P 2; (2) Analytic P 1 bundles
over P 1; (3) (Denoted by Sn) The blow up of P
2 at 9 − n points (1 ≤ n ≤ 7) in
general positions. Clearly the first two classes and S7 in the case (3) admit effective
C∗ actions. However when n ≤ 6, the automorphism groups AutO(Sn) = 1, in
particular Sn have no nontrivial C∗-actions when n ≤ 6.
It is an interesting problem to classify those Fano manifolds which admit effective
C∗-actions. Since on the one hand it is very hard to classify all fano manifolds as
the dimensions increasing, those have continuous symmetry naturally deserve more
attentions; on the other hand the study of C∗-actions on Fano manifolds give us
numerous examples which are urgently needed in the study of Hamiltonian actions
on symplectic manifolds. In the rest of this paper we will only consider the semifree
actions of C∗ on Fano 3-folds.
3. Types of fixed points for a semifree C∗ action on a threefold
Assume X is a Fano 3-fold with an effective semi-free (free outside fixed point
sets) C∗-action. Fix a circle subgroup S1 of C∗, and choose a S1-invariant Ka¨hler
structure on X (it is always possible since S1 is compact). Since X is simply
connected we may further assume that S1-action is Hamiltonian. Then it admits a
moment map J : X → R1 which is S1-invariant and a perfect Bott-Morse function
[Fr59],[At82]. The critical points of J are exactly the fixed points sets XS
1
= XC
∗
.
The connected components of XS
1
are Ka¨hler hence algebraic submanifolds of X.
Let {Fj} be connected components of X
C
∗
and X±j = {x ∈ X | limt→0 t
± · x ∈ Fj}.
Then we have X = ∪X+j (resp. ∪X
−
j ), called Bialynicki-Birula plus (resp. minus)
decomposition of X [BB73]. The stable (resp. unstable) submanifolds of Fj defined
by the gradient flows of J coincides with X+j (resp. X
−
j ).
For a fixed point x in Fj , we consider the isotropic representation on the tan-
gent space TxX. It is a complex representation, and splits into direct sum of one
dimensional irreducible representations. The tangent vectors of TxFj are exactly
the fixed vectors of the isotropic action (weighted zero vectors of the isotropic rep-
resentation). The vectors in the normal bundle NFjX
±
j are spanned by all vectors
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v ∈ TxX such that for t · v = t±v (weighted ±1 vectors of the isotropic representa-
tion). Let ν0j denote the complex dimension of Fj and ν
±
j denote the complex rank
of NFjX
±
j , then
ν0j + ν
+
j + ν
−
j = 3.
We call (ν−j , ν
+
j ) the weight type of Fj .
If ν+j = 3 or ν
−
j = 3 then x ∈ Fj is called an elliptic fixed point; if both ν
+
j and
ν−j are nonzero then x ∈ Fj is called a hyperbolic fixed point; if ν
0
j > 0 and one of
ν+j , ν
−
j is zero then x ∈ Fj is called a parabolic fixed point. 2ν
−
j is called index of J
as a Morse function at Fj . Clearly the possible indices of the parabolic fixed points
are 0, 2, 4. Hence the level sets J−1(v) is connected [At82] and J has a unique local
minimum and a unique local maximum.
Let F+ (resp. F−) denote the connected component Fj with ν
+
j = 0 (resp.
ν−j = 0), and denote its weight type by (n−, 0) with (resp. (0,m+) ). Then
on F−, F+ the moment map J take minimum and maximum respectively. Write
C∗ = S1 × R≥0, then the moment map is S1-invariant and an increasing function
along the R≥0-orbits [Y08, the proof of Proposition 4.1]. Hence the points in the
other components of XC
∗
are all consisted of hyperbolic fixed points. In particular
each connected component of XC
∗
\ {F− ∪ F+} is either an isolated point or a
smooth algebraic curve.
Let {Ck|k = 1, · · · , a} denote the set of fixed curves locating in XC
∗
\{F−∪F+},
they are called interior fixed curves since on them the moment map take values
between maximum and minimum. Then all points in the interior fixed curves {Ck}
have indices 2, hence their weight type is (ν−, ν+) = (1, 1). The isolated fixed
points locating in XC
∗
\ {F− ∪ F+} are called interior fixed points, and they are
decomposed into two classes. One class consists of points with indices 2, denoted
by {xi|i = 1, · · · b, }. The other class consists of points with indices 4, denoted by
{yj|j = 1, · · · , c}. Hence {xi} have weight type (ν−, ν+) = (1, 2) and {yj} have
weight type (ν−, ν+) = (2, 1).
To sum up, we have
Proposition 3.1. The fixed points set XC
∗
has the following decomposition
XC
∗
= F−
⋃
F+ ∪
a⋃
k=1
{Ck} ∪
b⋃
k=1
{xi} ∪
c⋃
k=1
{yj},
where on F− and F+ the moment map take minimum and maximum respectively,
F− has weight type (0,m+) with m+ = 1, 2 or 3 and F+ has weight type (n−, 0) with
n− = 1, 2 or 3; the interior fixed curves {Ck} has weight type (1, 1); the interior
fixed points {xi} and {yi} have weight type (1, 2) and weight type (2, 1) respectively.
4. The Hodge numbers of the fixed submanifolds for a semifree C∗
action on a Fano 3-fold
Let X be a Fano 3-fold with a algebraic C∗-action, as studied in Sect. 3. Write
its p-th homology group as a sum of free subgroup and torsion (finite) subgroup:
Hp(X,Z) = Zbp⊕Tp, where bp is the p-th Betti number and Tp is the torsion part of
Hp(X,Z). From the universal coefficient theorem we have Hp(X,Z) = Zbp ⊕ Tp−1.
Applying Poicare´ duality we have bp = b6−p and Tp ∼= T5−p. Clearly b0 = b6 =
1, b1 = b5 = 0 and T0 = T5 = T1 = T4 = 0, T2 ∼= T3. Therefore the integral
cohomology of X is decided as the following if we know the its 2-homology group
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and 3-th Betti number:
H0(X,Z) = H6(X,Z) = Z, H1(X,Z) = H5(X,Z) = 0,
H2(X,Z) = Zb2 , H3(X,Z) = Zb3 ⊕ T2, H4(X,Z) = Zb2 ⊕ T2.
Proposition 4.1. Let X be a Fano 3-fold equipped with algebraic C∗-action such
that the restricted circle subgroup action is Hamiltonian, then T2 = 0. In particular,
all homology and cohomology groups with integer coefficient of X are torsion free.
Proof. In traditional Morse theory, X is built up by attaching negative normal
bundles of critical submanifolds, which is equivalent to give X a Bialynicki-Birula
minus decomposition. In [CS79] and [Fu79] the authors used Bialynicki-Birula
plus decomposition to study the geometry of C∗-manifolds. In this paper we use
minus decomposition for notation convenient, though using either plus or minus
decomposition cause no essential difference. Let {Fj} be the connected components
of the fixed point of the C∗-action with weight type (ν−j , ν
+
j ). Carrell and Sommese
[CS79] proved that there are isomorphisms of homology⊕
j
Hp−2ν−
j
(Fj ,Z) −→ Hp(X,Z),
for any integer p. Using the notions of Proposition 3.1, we have
H2(X,Z) ∼=
a⊕
k=1
H2(Ck,Z)⊕ Zb
is torsion free. Therefore T2 = 0. 
The following theorem give a diffeomorphic classification of some special 6-
dimensional manifolds by their numerical invariants.
Theorem 4.2. ([Wa66, Theorem 5]). If two simply-connected 6-dimensional sym-
plectic manifolds have no torsion homology, and if their second Stiefel-Whitney
classes w2 vanish and they have the same cohomology ring and the same first Pon-
tryagin class p1, then they are diffeomorphic.
Since −KX is a positive line bundle, by Kodaira’s vanishing theorem,
Hk(X,OX) = H
0,k ∼= Hk,0 = 0, k = 1, 2, 3.
By Hodge decomposition theorem and Serre duality theorem, the Dolbeault coho-
mology groups and de Rham cohomology groups are respectively given by
H1,3 = H3,1 = H2,3 = H3,2 = 0,
H2(X,C) = H1,1, H3(X,C) = H1,2 ⊕H2,1, H4(X,C) = H2,2 ∼= H1,1.
Therefore
b2 = h
1,1, b3 = 2h
1,2.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that a connected component S of XC
∗
is a surface, then
it is a Fano surface. Moreover the moment map takes maximum or minimum on S.
In particular, the number of complex 2-dimension components in XC
∗
is not more
than 2.
Proof. The second claim is clear since the normal bundle of S is a complex 1-
dimensional representation of C∗, its weight is either positive or negative. Without
loss of generality we assume on S the moment map takes minimum and we can
further assume the minimum is 0.
By the equivariant Darboux theorem [At82], there is a local holomorphic coor-
dinate (z1, z2, z3) around a point x ∈ S such that S is defined by z3 = 0, the action
is given by
t · (z1, z2, z3) = (z1, z2, tz3),
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and the moment map J has the following local expression
J(x) = |z3|
2 + o(r2),
where r2 = |z1|2 + |z2|2 + |z3|2. Let ǫ be a sufficiently small positive number. Then
J−1(ǫ) is a circle bundle over S = P0 = J
−1(0), and P<ǫ = {x ∈ X |J(x) < ǫ} is
a complex line bundle over P0 whose fibres are exactly the orbits of the induced
C∗-action. If we contract the fibres of P<ǫ → P0 along the C∗-orbits, the quotient
space is exactly P0. Let
P ssǫ = {x ∈ P<ǫ|C∗ · x ∩ J
−1(ǫ) 6= ∅}
denote the semistable set. Note P ssǫ = P<ǫ since each C
∗-orbit intersects with the
level set J−1(ǫ) if ǫ is sufficiently small. On the other hand by the main theorem in
[HL94] we know the Marsden-Weinstein quotient is isomorphic to the GIT quotient
J−1(ǫ)/S1 ∼= P ssǫ //C
∗ = P<ǫ//C∗.
Hence J−1(ǫ)/S1 is holomorphicly isomorphic to P0. By the main theorem in the
Futaki’s paper [Ft87], J−1(ǫ)/S1 is a Fano manifold if X is Fano. Therefore S = P0
is a del Pezzo surface. 
Proposition 4.4. Let X be a Fano 3-fold with semifree algebraic C∗-action, and
notion F+, F−, Ck, a, b, c defined as in the paragraph ahead of Proposition 3.1. Then
(A) If maximum component F+ (resp. minimum component F−) is a curve,
then it is a rational curve;
(B) We could read Hodge numbers of X form the fixed point data:
h1,1 = h1−n−,1−n−(F+) + h
1,1(F−) + a+ b;
= h2−n−,2−n−(F+) + h
2,2(F−) + a+ c;
h1,2 =
∑a
k=1 gk;
where n− denote the number of negative weights of isotropic representation
of C∗ at the points in F+ and gk is the genus of the fixed curve Ck.
Proof. Carrell, Sommese [CS79] and Fujiki [Fu79] proved that there are isomor-
phisms of Dolbeault cohomology groups⊕
j
Hp−ν
−
j
,q−ν−
j (Fj) −→ H
p,q(X),
for all p, q. Hence
H1,1(X) ∼= H1−n−,1−n−(F+)⊕H1,1(F−)⊕
⊕a
k=1H
0,0(Ck)⊕ Zb;
H2,2(X) ∼= H2−n−,2−n−(F+)⊕H2,2(F−)⊕
⊕a
k=1H
1,1(Ck)⊕ Zc;
H1,2(X) ∼= H1−n−,2−n−(F+)⊕H1,2(F−)⊕
⊕a
k=1H
0,1(Ck).
From the first two equations we have the first part of (B). By the same reasoning,
we have
H0,p(X) = H0,p(F−) = 0, for p = 1, 2, 3.
Hence if F− is a curve then F− = P
1. Note F+ and F− have symmetric positions (if
we turn the manifold X upside down along the direction where the moment map
increases, then F+ and F− will exchange positions), so F+ = P
1 if it is a curve. By
Proposition 4.3, F+, F− are del Pezzo surfaces when they are surfaces. Therefore
we always have
Hp,q(F+) = H
p,q(F−) = 0, if p 6= q
whenever they are points, curves or surfaces. Hence H1,2(X) ∼= ⊕ak=1H
0,1(Ck), we
get the second part of (B). 
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5. Computations for the holomorphic Lefschetz fixed point formula
and equivariant localization formula
By Atiyah and Bott’s Lefschetz fixed point formula [AB67] together with Atiyah
and Singer’s index theorem [AS68] we have the following holomorphic Lefschetz
fixed point formula:
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a compact complex manifold, E a holomorphic vector
bundle over X, and G a compact Lie group. Suppose that g ∈ G is a holomorphic
automorphism of pair (X,E). Let {Fi} be the connected components of the fixed
point of g and suppose they are smooth submanifolds. The normal bundle NFi of
Fi under action of g is split into direct sum of line bundle NFi = ⊕jLj, where g
acts on Lj by multiplying t
nj and denote the first Chern class of Lj by xj. Then
the Lefschetz number∑
i
(−1)iTr
(
g|Hi(X,O(E))
)
=
∑
i
L(Fi,O(E)),(2)
where the contribution of the component Fi is computed as
L(Fi,O(E)) =
ˆ
Fi
ch(E|Fi)Πj
(
1−e−xj /tnj
1−1/tnj
)−1
td(Fi)
det(1− g|(NFi )∗)
,(3)
where ch(E|Fi) is the Chern character of E|Fi and td(Fi) is the total Todd class of
Fi.
The following proposition is special case of Lemma 3.1 of [TW00], where it is
proved in another way. Here we use Theorem 5.1 and our proof is very simple.
Proposition 5.2. Let X be a Fano-n-fold equipped with a semi-free circle action
with isolated fixed points. Let Nk denote the number of fixed points of index 2k for
0 ≤ k ≤ n. Then Nk =
n!
k!(n−k)! .
Proof. If x is a fixed point of index 2k, then L(x,OX) =
1
(1−t)k(1−t−1)n−k . Note
Hi(X,OX) = 0 for i ≥ 1 hence
∑
i(−1)
iTr(g|Hi(X,OX)) = 1 for any biholomorphic
map g. By the holomorphic Lefschetz fixed point formula (2) we have
1 =
∑n
k=0
Nk
(1−t)k(1−t−1)n−k =
1
(1−t)n
∑n
k=0Nk(−t)
n−k,(4)
holds for any t ∈ C∗, hence Nk = n!k!(n−k)! . 
By [TW00, Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2],X and (P 1)n (the product of complex
projective line) have the same cohomology rings and the same Chern classes. When
n = 1, 2 it is easy to see they are biholomorphic isomorphic by classifications of
curves and surfaces, but for n > 3 we don’t know whether they are biholomorphic
isomorphic. Using Wall’s Theorem 4.2 and the classification of Fano 3-folds we
know they are biholomorphic isomorphic when n = 3 :
Corollary 5.3. If X be a Fano-3-fold equipped with a semi-free circle action with
isolated fixed points. Then X = (P 1)3.
Proof. By [TW00, Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2], X and (P 1)3 have the same
cohomology ring and equivariant cohomology ring, and they both are homology
torsion free by Proposition 4.1. In particular they have the same Chern classes
c1, c2, c3. Hence they have the same Stiefel-Whitney classes w2 ≡ c1mod2 and
Pontryagin class p1 = c
2
1 − 2c2. By Theorem 4.2, X is diffeomorphic to (P
1)3.
Since X is Fano, it is easy to see X = (P 1)3 by [MM81, MM03] Mori-Mukai’s
classification of Fano 3-folds. 
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In the rest of this section we assume X is a Fano 3-fold with a C∗-action and
write XC
∗
= F+ ∪ F− ∪ak=1 Ck ∪ {xi, yj|1 ≤ i ≤ b, 1 ≤ j ≤ c} as in Section 3. The
contributions of isolated fixed points to the Lefschetz fixed point formula are given
by
L(xi,OX) =
1
(1−t)(1−t−1)2 =
t2
(1−t)3 ;
L(yj,OX) =
1
(1−t)2(1−t−1) =
−t
(1−t)3 .
The normal bundle of the interior fixed curve Ck splits as
NCk = L
+
k ⊕ L
−
k ,
where C∗ acts on L+k (resp. L
−
k ) by positive (resp. negative) weight. Let c1(L
±
k )
denote the first Chern class of L±k . Since Ch(OX |Ck) = 1 and Td(Ck) = 1+
c1(Ck)
2 ,
by formula (3),
L(Ck,OX) =
´
Ck
1+
c1(Ck)
2
(1−te−c1(L
−
k
))(1−t−1e−c1(L
+
k
))
(5)
Using Taylor expansion of the exponential functions in the denominator of the
integral (note it suffices to expand it to the linear terms since the integrated is over
a curve):
L(Ck,OX) =
´
Ck
1+
c1(Ck)
2
(1−t(1−c1(L
−
k
)))(1−t−1(1−c1(L
+
k
))
.(6)
Rewrite two terms in the denominator of the integral as
{
1− t(1− c1(L
−
k)) = (1− t)(1 +
c1(L
−
k
)t
1−t );
1− t−1(1− c1(L
+
k)) = (1− t
−1)(1 +
c1(L
+
k
)t−1
1−t−1 ).
(7)
Taking (7) into (6) we get
L(Ck,OX) =
1
(1−t)(1−t−1)
´
Ck
1+
c1(Ck)
2
(1+
c1(L
−
k
)t
1−t )(1+
c1(L
+
k
)t−1
1−t−1
)
.(8)
We have the following Taylor expansion of the reciprocal of the denominator of the
integration of left hand side of (8) as a power series of variable of 11−t ,
1
(1+
c1(L
−
k
)t
1−t )(1+
c1(L
+
k
)t−1
1−t−1
)
= 1 +
c1(L
+
k
)−c1(L
−
k
)t
1−t + · · · ,(9)
note here it suffices to expand it to the linear term since the integration in (8) is
on a complex curve. By (8) and (9) we have
L(Ck,OX) =
1
(1−t)(1−t−1)
´
Ck
(
c1(Ck)
2 +
c1(L
+
k
)−c1(L
−
k
)t
1−t
)
.(10)
Note by Riemann-Roch Theorem for curve we have
´
Ck
c1(Ck) = 2χ(Ck). For
brevity throughout of this paper we also use c1(L
±
k ) to denote the first Chern
number
´
Ck
c1(L
±
k ), then we may rewrite (10) as
L(Ck,OX) =
−t(1−t)χ(Ck)−(c1(L
+
k
)−c1(L
−
k
)t)t
(1−t)3 .(11)
To sum up we have
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Proposition 5.4. For the interior fixed curve Ck with normal bundle NCk = L
+
k ⊕
L−k , the contribution L(Ck,OX) in the Lefschetz fixed point formula is computed as
L(Ck,OX) =
−t(1−t)χ(Ck)−(α
+
k
−α−
k
t)t
(1−t)3 ,
where α±k denote the Chern number
´
Ck
c1(L
±
k).
For the maximum and minimum fixed point components F+ and F−, we use NF±
to denote their normal bundles in X. We still don’t distinguish the Chern class and
Chern number. For example, if F+ is a surface, c
2
1(NF+) also denote the integral´
F+
c21(NF+).
Proposition 5.5. For the maximum and minimum fixed point components F+ and
F−, the contribution L(F±,OX) is computed as in Table 1.
Proof. F± may be isolated points, rational curves or Fano surfaces. Here we only
give the computations when F+ is a surface, the other cases are simpler and follow
in the same way.
On F+ the moment map J takes maximum and the C∗-action on its normal
bundle NF+ has a unique weight which is negative. Since Ch(OX |F+) = 1 and
Td(F+) = 1 +
c1(F+)
2 +
c21(F+)+c2(F+)
12 , by formula (3),
L(F+,OX) =
´
F+
1+
c1(F+)
2 +
c21(F+)+c2(F+)
12
1−te
−c1(NF+
) .(12)
Using Taylor expansion of the exponential function in the denominator of the inte-
gral
L(F+,OX) =
´
F+
1+
c1(F+)
2 +
c21(F+)+c2(F+)
12
1−t
[
1−c1(NF+)+
c21(NF+
)
2
] .(13)
Rewrite the denominator of the integral of the left hand side of (13) as
1− t
[
1− c1(NF+) +
c21(NF+ )
2
]
= (1 − t)
[
1 +
tc1(NF+ )
1−t −
tc21(NF+ )
2(1−t)
]
.(14)
We have the following Taylor expansion of the reciprocal of 1+
tc1(NF+)
1−t −
tc21(NF+)
2(1−t)
as a power series of the variable 11−t :
1
1+
tc1(NF+
)
1−t −
tc21(NF+
)
2(1−t)
= 1−
tc1(NF+)
1−t +
(1+t)tc21(NF+)
2(1−t)2 + · · · ,(15)
note here it suffices to expand it to the quadric term since the integration in (13)
is on a complex surface. By (13), (14) and (15) we get
L(F+,OX) =
´
F+
(1+
c1(F+)
2 +
c21(F+)+c2(F+)
12 )(1−
tc1(NF+
)
1−t +
(t+1)tc21(NF+
)
2(1−t)2
)
1−t .(16)
Note F+ is a Fano surface, hence χ(OF+) =
´
F+
c21(F+)+c2(F+)
12 = 1. Therefore
L(F+,OX) =
2(1−t)2−t(1−t)c1(F+)c1(NF+)+t(1+t)c
2
1(NF+ )
2(1−t)3 .(17)

Another important tool is the Atiyah-Bott-Berline-Vergne localization theorem
[Au91]:
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Cases point line surface
L(F−,OX)
−t3
(1−t)3
(1−t)t2+t2c1(NF−)
(1−t)3
−2t(1−t)2−t(1−t)c1(F−)c1(NF−)−t(1+t)c
2
1(NF−)
2(1−t)3
L(F+,OX)
1
(1−t)3
(1−t)−c1(NF+)t
(1−t)3
2(1−t)2−t(1−t)c1(F+)c1(NF+)+t(1+t)c
2
1(NF+)
2(1−t)3
Table 1. Computations of L(F±,OX)
Theorem 5.6. Let X be a compact symplectic manifold equipped with a Hamil-
tonian action of S1 and denote {Fi} the connected components of XS
1
. Let α ∈
H∗S1(X,Z), Then ´
X α =
∑
i
´
Fi
α|Fi
eS1(NFi )
,
where NFi is the normal bundle of Fi and e
S1(NFi) is its equivariant Euler class.
Proposition 5.7. For the equivariant cohomology classes cS
1
1 (X) and (c
S1
1 (X))
3
integrate at the interior fixed curve Ck in the Localization formula is computed as
´
Ck
1
eS1 (NCk )
=
α+
k
−α−
k
λ3 ;´
Ck
cS
1
1 (X)|Ck
eS1 (NCk )
=
−c1(NCk )−c1(Ck)
λ2 ;´
Ck
(cS
1
1 (X))
3|Ck
eS1(NCk )
= 0.
Proof. We only give a proof of the second equation, the rest are proved in the same
way. Since the normal bundle NCk = L
+
k ⊕L
−
k and C
∗ acts on L±k with weights ±1,
the equivariant Euler class NCk is e
S1(NCk) = (−λ + c1(L
−
k )))(λ + c1(L
+
k )). Since
TX |Ck = TCk ⊕ NCk , and C
∗ acts trivially on the tangent bundle TCk and on the
normal bundle NCk with weight (−1, 1), the equivariant Chern class c
S1
1 (X)|Ck =
c1(Ck) + c1(Nk). Therefore
´
Ck
cS
1
1 (X)|Ck
eS1 (NCk )
=
´
Ck
c1(Ck)+c1(Nk)
(−λ+c1(L
−
k
)))(λ+c1(L
+
k
))
= − 1λ2
´
Ck
[c1(Ck) + c1(Nk)](1 +
c1(L
−
k
)
λ )(1−
c1(L
+
k
)
λ )
=
−c1(NCk )−c1(Ck)
λ2 .

Proposition 5.8. At the maximum and minimum fixed point components F+ and
F−, the integral of the equivariant cohomology classes 1, c
S1
1 (X) and (c
S1
1 (X))
3 in
the Localization formula are computed as in Table 2–4.
Proof. We only give the proof when F± are curves or surfaces in Table 4. The rest
cases in Table 3 and Table 2 are simpler and proved in the same way. If F± are
rational curves, split NF± = L
±
1 ⊕ L
±
2 such that C
∗ act on NF− with weight (1, 1)
and on NF+ with weight (−1,−1) respectively. As the proof of the second equation
in Proposition 5.7, we have
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Cases point line surface´
F−
1
eS1 (NF− )
1
λ3 −
c1(NF− )
λ3
c21(NF− )
λ3´
F+
1
eS1 (NF+)
− 1λ3
c1(NF+)
λ3 −
c21(NF+ )
λ3
Table 2. Computations of
´
F±
1
eS1(NF±)
´
F±
(cS
1
1 (X))
3|F±
eS1 (NF± )
=
´
F±
(c1(F±)∓2λ+c1(NF± ))
3
(∓λ+c1(L
±
1 ))(∓λ+c1(L
±
2 ))
= 1λ2
´
F±
[∓8λ3 + 12λ2(c1(F±) + c1(NF±))](1 ±
c1(L
±
1 )
λ )(1±
c1(L
±
2 )
λ )
= 1λ2
´
F±
[∓8λ3 + 12λ2(c1(F±) + c1(NF±))](1 ±
c1(NF± )
λ )
=
´
F±
[12c1(F±) + 4c1(NF±)].
If F± are Fano surfaces, then C∗ act on NF± with weight ±1 hence
´
F±
cS
1
1 (X)|F±
eS1 (NF±)
=
´
F±
c1(F±)∓λ+c1(NF± )
(∓λ+c1(NF± ))
= ∓ 1λ
´
F±
[c1(F±)∓ λ+ c1(NF±)][1±
c1(NF± )
λ +
c21(NF±)
λ2 ]
= ∓ 1λ
´
F±
[±
(c1(F±)+c1(NF±))c1(NF± )
λ ∓
c21(NF±)
λ ]
= −
c1(F±)c1(NF± )
λ2 .
´
F±
(cS
1
1 (X)|F± )
3
eS1 (NF± )
=
´
F±
(c1(F±)∓λ+c1(NF± ))
3
(∓λ+c1(NF± ))
= ∓ 1λ
´
F±
(c1(F±)∓ λ+ c1(NF±))
3[1±
c1(NF± )
λ +
c21(NF± )
λ2 ]
= ∓ 1λ
´
F±
[∓λ3 + 3λ2(c1(F±) + c1(NF±))∓ 3λ(c1(F±) + c1(NF±))
2]
·[1 ±
c1(NF±)
λ +
c21(NF± )
λ2 ]
=
´
F±
[c21(NF±)− 3c1(NF±)(c1(F±) + c1(NF±)) + 3(c1(F±) + c1(NF±))
2]
= 3c21(F±) + c
2
1(NF±) + 3c1(F±)c1(NF±).

As in the last section, we may consider X as a Ka¨hler manifold with an algebraic
C∗-action such that the circle subgroup S1-action is Hamiltonian with moment map
J. Denote the level set J−1(r) by Pr. If r is a regular value of the moment map
J, by [HL94] the C∗ act freely on X(r) := {x ∈ X |C∗ · x ∩ Pr 6= ∅} and the GIT
quotient X(r)//C∗ is isomorphic to the Marsden-Weinstein quotient Xr := Pr/S1,
and it is a Ka¨hler manifold. Hence Pr is a circle bundle over the Ka¨hler manifold
Xr, we denote its Euler class by e(Pr) ∈ H2(Xr,Z). Assume that ǫ ≥ 0 is small
enough such that c is the only critical value in [c−ǫ, c+ǫ]. Using symplectic cutting
[Y08] we get a 6-dimensional Ka¨hler manifold Xc+ǫc−ǫ with semifree C
∗-action, which
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Cases point line surface
´
F−
cS
1
1 (X)|F−
eS1 (NF− )
3
λ2
c1(F−)−c1(NF−)
λ2
−c1(F−)c1(NF−)
λ2
´
F+
cS
1
1 (X)|F+
eS1 (NF+)
3
λ2
c1(F+)−c1(NF+)
λ2
−c1(F+)c1(NF+)
λ2
Table 3. Computations of
´
F±
cS
1
1 (X)|F±
eS1 (NF± )
Cases pt line surface
´
F−
(cS
1
1 (X))
3|F−
eS1 (NF−)
27 12c1(F−)+4c1(NF−) 3c
2
1(F−)+c
2
1(NF−)+3c1(F−)c1(NF−)
´
F+
(cS
1
1 (X))
3|F+
eS1 (NF+)
27 12c1(F+)+4c1(NF+) 3c
2
1(F+)+c
2
1(NF+)+3c1(F+)c1(NF+)
Table 4. Computations of
´
F±
(cS
1
1 (X))
3|F±
eS1 (NF± )
is a C∗-equivariant Ka¨hler compactification of J−1((c− ǫ, c+ ǫ)). The fixed points
of the C∗-action on the cutting space Xc+ǫc−ǫ consisting of three parts: Xc−ǫ, the
connected component where the moment map takes minimum; Xc+ǫ, the connected
component where the moment map takes maximum; and those fixed point in the
critical level set J−1(c).
Proposition 5.9. Let ǫ ≥ 0 be small number such that c is the only critical value
in [c− ǫ, c+ ǫ]. Assume there are k fixed points in J−1(c) whose wights of isotropic
representation are (−1,−1, 1) and l fixed points in J−1(c) whose wights of isotropic
representation are (−1, 1, 1), and there are m fixed curves C1, · · · , Cm in J−1(c)
with normal bundles NCk = L
+
i ⊕ L
−
i for i = 1, · · · ,m. Then
e2(Pc+ǫ)− e2(Pc−ǫ) = k − l +
∑m
k=1(c1(L
+
k )− c1(L
−)).(18)
If c is a minimum or a maximum of J then J−1(c) is connected, in this case we
have e2(Pc±ǫ) = 1 when J
−1(c) is point, and e2(Pc±ǫ) = −c1(NC) when J−1(c) is
a curve C.
Proof. On the cutting space, integrate 1 ∈ H∗S1(X
c+ǫ
c−ǫ ,Z) via using Theorem 5.6,
then ´
Xc−ǫ
1
λ+e(Pc−ǫ)
+
´
Xc+ǫ
1
−λ−e(Pc+ǫ)
+ k(−λ)2λ +
l
(−λ)λ2 +
∑m
i=1
´
C
1
(λ+c1(L
+
i
))(−λ+c1(L
−
i
))
= 0.
expanding it we get (18). We consider the cutting space Xc+ǫc if c is a minimum
and the cutting space Xcc−ǫ if c is a maximum, integrate 1 on these spaces we get
the second part of Proposition 5.9. 
6. Classification when XC
∗
has exactly two connected components
and examples for general C∗-actions
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that XC
∗
has exactly two connected component F+ and
F−.
(A) If both F+ and F− are isolated fixed points, such a Fano 3-fold X does not
exist;
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(B) If both F+ and F− are fixed surfaces, then F+ is biholomorphic to F− and
X is a P 1 bundle over F+;
(C) If one of F+ and F− is a fixed surface and the other is an isolated fixed
point, then X = P 3;
(D) If one of F+ and F− is a fixed curve and the other is an isolated fixed point,
such X does not exist.
Proof. (A). The moment map J is a nondegenerate Morse function, it is well know
in this case that X is diffeomorphic to S6, but S6 is not even a symplectic manifold.
(B). Since the the Marsden-Weinstein reduced space Xr = J
−1(r) will not change
diffeomorphism type if J does not cross its critical value, we denote the Marsden-
Weinstein reduced space by Xred. From the proof of Proposition 4.3, both F+ and
F− are isomorphic to the Marsden-Weinstein reduced space Xred and the C∗-action
induces a holomorphic P 1 bundle structure of X. (C). Assume that J(X) = [0, h],
and without loss of generality we assume J−1(0) is a point and J−1(h) is a surface.
For a sufficiently small positive number ǫ < h, we know Xǫ = J
−1(ǫ)/S1 is P 2.
Hence Xh−ǫ ∼= Xred ∼= P 2 and X is obtained by attaching a cell of index zero to
P 2, therefore X = P 2 ∪J−1(h−ǫ) D
6 ∼= P 3. (D). Near one vertex of the interval
J(X), the Marsden-Weinstein reduced space Xred is isomorphic to P
2 and near the
other vertex of the interval J(X), the Marsden-Weinstein reduced space Xred is a
holomorphic P 1 bundle over P 1. It is impossible since P 2 is not diffeomorphic to
the P 1 bundle over P 1. 
Example 6.2. Clearly P 3 admits semifree C∗-actions whose fixed points XC
∗
=
P 2 ∪ pt or P 1 ∪ P 1. For example for the action
t · [z0 : z1 : z2 : z3] = [tz0 : tz1 : z2 : z3],
has a moment map
J([z0 : z1 : z2 : z3]) =
|z0|
2 + |z1|
2
|z0|2 + |z1|2 + |z2|2 + |z3|2
.
Clearly J(P 3) = [0, 1] and XC
∗
= P 1 ∪ P 1.
Example 6.3. For the semifree C∗-action on P 3 with two fixed lines P 1 ∪ P 1. If
we blow up one of the fixed line, then we get a Fano threefold with semifree C∗
action whose fixed point set still has two connected components, one is a line the
other is a ruled surface.
Example 6.4. Let X = Proj(OP 2 ⊕ OP 2(k)), a P
1 bundle over P 2 with Euler
number k; or X = Proj(TP 2 ), the projective tangential bundle of P
2. Let C∗ act
on the P 2 by t · [z0, z1, z2] = [tz0, z1, z2], then the action is semifree, it induces
natural action a the algebraic vector bundles E and so does on the projective
bundle Proj(E). The fixed points points have two connected components, one of
them is P 1 and the other is a P 1 bundle over P 1. If E = TP 2 or OP 2 ⊕OP 2(k) with
k 6= 0 then the induce actions on the projective bundle Proj(E) is not semifree.
When E is a trivial bundle clearly there is an induced semifree action on Proj(E).
Example 6.5. Let C∗ acts P 3 by
t · ([x1, x2, x3, x4]) = ([tx1, x2, x3, x4]).
The blow-up space X of P 3 along the fixed line {[x1, x2, x3, x4] ∈ P 3|x1 = x2 = 0}
is defined by
{([x1, x2, x3, x4], [y1, y2]) ∈ P
3 × P 1|x1y2 = x2y1}.
There is a lifted semifree action on X
t · ([x1, x2, x3, x4], [y1, y2]) = ([x1, tx2, tx3, tx4], [y1, ty2])
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with moment map
J([x1, x2, x3, x4], [y1, y2]) =
|x2|2 + |x3|2 + |x4|2
|x1|2 + |x2|2 + |x3|2 + |x4|2
+
|y2|2
|y1|2 + |y2|2
.
The fixed point setXC
∗
has three connected components: the maximum component
{([0, x2, x3, x4][0, 1])} ∼= P
2, an interior fixed rational curve {([0, 0, x3, x4][1, 0])} ∼=
P 1, the minimum component is an isolated fixed point {([1, 0, 0, 0][1, 0])}.
Example 6.6. Let C∗ acts P 2 × P 2 by
t · ([x1, x2, x3], [y1, y2, y3]) = ([x1, x2, t
2x3], [ty1, ty2, y3])
Let X be the divisor of bidegree (1, 2) of P 2×P 2 defined by x1y21+x2y
2
2+x3y
2
3 = 0.
The fixed points are two rational curves. But this action is not semifree.
Example 6.7. SL2(C) acts on the polynomial ring R = k[x, y] by x → ax +
cy, y → bx + dy for s =
[
a b
c d
]
∈ SL2(C). Let Rn ⊂ R denote the vector space
of the homogeneous polynomials of degree n. Then Rn is the irreducible SL2(C)-
module of degree n+1. Let f(x, y) =
∑n
j=0 C
j
najx
n−jyj be a non-zero homogeneous
polynomial. We take (a0, a1, , · · · , an) as homogeneous coordinates on Proj(Rn)
on which there is an induced SL2(C) action. Take f6 = xy(x4 − y4) and f12 =
xy(x10 + 11x5y5 + y10). The Mukai-Umemura Fano 3-folds [MU83] are defined by
X5 = SL2(C) · f6 and X12 = SL2(C) · f12, the closers of the orbits passing through
f6 and f12 respectively. Then there is naturally induced C∗ actions on X5 and
X22. But these actions are not semifree since they are the restrictions of the action
t · [a0 : a1 : · · · : an] = [t−na0 : t−n+2a1 : · · · : tnan] on Proj(Rn) with n = 5 and
n = 12 respectively.
Proposition 6.8. Let Y be a 3-fold with a semifree C∗-action and C ⊂ Y a smooth
C∗-invariant curve. Let X be the blow-up of Y along C with exceptional divisor E.
Then there is a semifree action of C∗ on X such that E is C∗-invariant. If C is
point-wise fixed then E is point-wise fixed or the C∗-action on E has exactly two
fixed curves isomorphic to C. If C is not point-wise fixed then the C∗-action on E
has only isolated fixed points or fixed curves.
Proof. Let NC be the normal bundle in Y then E is isomorphic to the projective
bundle Proj(NC). If C is point-wise fixed then the induced action of C∗ on the
tangent bundle of C must have weight 0. Since the action on X is semifree, the
induced action on the normal bundle NC must have nonzero weight. Hence it acts
on the normal bundle NC with weights (±1,±1) or (0,±1). In the former case E is
point-wise fixed, in the later case the C∗-action on E has exactly two fixed curves,
both of them are isomorphic to C. Similarly if C is not point-wise fixed and the
C∗ acts on the fibre of NC with two different weights, then the C∗-action on E has
only isolated fixed points; if C is not point-wise fixed and the C∗ acts on the fibre
of NC with the same weights, then the C∗-action on E has only fixed curves. 
Remark 6.9. Let Y be a 3-fold with a semifree C∗-action and X is the blow-up
of Y along a fixed point or an invariant curve C with exceptional divisor E. If E is
not point-wise fixed then there are isolated fixed point or fixed curve on E which
are interior isolated fixed point or interior fixed curve of X.
We take the curve blow up as an example. Suppose the curve C is a fixed curve
of the C∗-action on Y. Take holomorphic local coordinate (y1, y2, y3) of Y such that
C is locally given by y1 = y2 = 0. Let U be a C
∗-invariant tubular neighborhood of
C in Y Then there is a neighborhood V of C in X which is equivariant isomorphic
to V = {(y1, y2, y3; [z1, z2]) ∈ U ×P 1|z1y2 = z2y1}. Since E is not point-wise fixed,
the C∗ action is given by
C∗ × (U × P 1)→ U × P 1, t · (y, [z1, z2]) = (t · y, [t±1z1, z2]).
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Suppose J is the moment map for S1 action on Y, then near C the moment map
of S1 action on V is given by
J˜(y, [z1, z2]) = J(y)±
|z1|2
|z1|2 + |z2|2
.
Put J(C) = a. Then on the exceptional divisor E = Proj(NC), the moment map
J˜ take values a± 1 at the curve {z2 = 0}∩E. If a is minimum (resp. maximum) of
J then J˜ take values a+1(resp. a− 1) at the curve {z2 = 0}∩E; if C is an interior
fixed curve of Y then {z1 = 0} ∩E or {z2 = 0} ∩E is an interior fixed curve of X.
Hence there is always a fixed curve of E which is an interior fixed curve of X.
If the curve C is invariant but not point-fixed and E is not point-wise fixed, we
could prove in the same way that there is at least one interior isolated fixed point
of X lying inside E.
Proposition 6.10. Suppose that algebraic manifold X admits an algebraic C∗-
action, and has a blowing down map f : X → Y along an exceptional divisor E,
then E is C∗-invariant. Therefore, if the blowing up center f(E) is a curve of genus
g ≥ 1, then there is a descent action of C∗ on Y such that f(E) is fixed.
Proof. Otherwise there exists t ∈ C∗ such that E′ := t · E 6= E. Take a rational
curve C in E, then the intersection number E · C = deg(OE(−1)|C) = −1. But
clearly E · C = E′ · C = 0, a contradiction. If f(E) is a curve with genus g ≥ 1,
then the induced C∗-action on f(E) is trivial. 
Theorem 6.11. Suppose that XC
∗
has exactly two component F+ and F−.
(A) If F+ = F− = P
1 , then X is P 3;
(B) If F+ is a surface and F− = P
1, then X = P 1 × P 2.
Proof. (A). From (B) of Proposition 4.4 we know h1,1 = 1 and h1,2 = 0. Using the
Lefschetz fixed point formula in Theorem 5.1 and the data in Table 1, we have
1 =
(1−t)t2+t2c1(NF− )
(1−t)3 +
(1−t)−c1(NF+)t
(1−t)3 ,
hence we have c1(NF+) = c1(NF−) = 2. Using localization Theorem 5.6 and data
computed in Table 4, we have
−K3X =
´
X
(cS
1
1 (X))
3 = 12c1(F+)+4c1(NF+) + 12c1(F−)+4c1(NF−) = 64.
By the classification for Fano threefolds with Picard number ρ = h1,1 = 1 and
K3X = 64 in [IP99, Appendix, Table §12.2], P
3 is the only possibility.
(B). Using the Lefschetz fixed point formula in Theorem 5.1 and the data in
Table 1, we have
1 =
(1−t)t2+t2c1(NF−)
(1−t)3 +
2(1−t)2−t(1−t)c1(F+)c1(NF+)+t(1+t)c
2
1(NF+)
2(1−t)3 ,
we get {
c1(F+)c1(NF+)− c
2
1(NF+) = 2,
2c1(NF−) + c1(F+)c1(NF+) + c
2
1(NF+) = 2.
(19)
Hence we have c1(F+)c1(NF+) = c
2
1(NF+) + 2 and c1(NF−) = −c
2
1(NF+). Integrate
(cS
1
1 (X))
3 on X via using localization Theorem 5.6 and data computed in Table 3,
we get
−K3X = 12c1(F−) + 4c1(NF−) + 3c
2
1(F+) + c
2
1(NF+) + 3c1(F+)c1(NF+),
note F− = P
1 and F+ is a ruled surface hence c1(F−) = 2 and c
2
1(F+) = 8, thus
−K3X = 48 + 4c1(NF−) + c
2
1(NF+) + 3c1(F+)c1(NF+) = 54.
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XC
∗
h1,1 h1,2 X
two points 0 0 not exist
a point and a line 1 0 not exist
a point and a Fano surface 1 0 P 3
two lines 1 0 P 3
a line a Fano surface 2 0 P 1 × P 2, blow up ofP 3along a line
two Fano surfaces 1+d 0 PSd(E)
(Remark: E is rank 2 vector bundle on the Fano surface Sd of Picard number d)
Table 5. Case a=b=c=0
By the classification for Fano threefolds with Picard number ρ = h1,1 = 2 and
K3X = 54 in [IP99, Appendix, Table §12.3], there are two such Fano 3-folds, P
1×P 2
and the blow-up of P 3 along a line. Note we have realized such actions as in Example
6.3 and 6.4. 
Remark 6.12. By the classifications of Fano threefolds [IP99, Table §12.2], there
are only four of them with Hodge number h1,1 = 1 amd h1,2 = 0, they are P 3,
quadric G˜r2(R5), Mukai-Umemura Fano manifolds X5 and X22. There are many
examples [IP99, Table §12.3] of Fano 3-folds X with h1,1(X) = 2, h1,2(X) = 0, most
of them are obtained from the blowing up of those Fano 3-folds Y with h1,1(Y ) =
1, h1,2(Y ) = 0 along curves. By Proposition 6.10 and 6.8 they are excluded. The
rest cases [IP99, Table §12.3]: a divisor on P 2×P 2 of bidegree (1, 2), the projective
tangential bundle Proj(TP 2) of P
2, or Proj(OP 2 ⊕ OP 2(k)) as a P
1 bundle over
P 2 with Euler number k = 0, 1, 2.
7. Classification where XC
∗
has no interior isolated fixed points but
at least one interior fixed curve
Let X be a Fano 3-fold with an algebraic C∗-action such that the circle subgroup
S1-action is Hamiltonian. We denote the level set J−1(r) by Pr. If r is a regular
value of J then the Marsden-Weinstein reduced spaceXr := P
r/S1 is a smooth
surface and Pr → Xr is a principle circle bundle. In [Ft87] Futaki proved that Xr
is a Fano surface when r is a regular value. We denote the Euler class of the circle
bundle by e(Pr) ∈ H2(Xr,Z).
Let c be a critical value of J, and suppose C1, · · · , Ck ⊂ Pc all algebraic curve
locating inside Pc that fixed by the C∗-action and there is no other fixed points.
Assume that ǫ is small enough such that c is the only critical value in [c− ǫ, c+ ǫ].
By [GS89], Xc−ǫ is diffeomorphic to Xc+ǫ. Therefore if the fixed point set X
C
∗
has no interior isolated fixed points, then the Marsden-Weinstein reduced spaces
have the same diffeomorphism type, let’s denote it by Xred. Moreover C1, · · · , Ck
are embedding Ka¨hler submanifold of Xred. We denote the dual class of them by
[C1], · · · , [Ck], then the Euler classes of the circle bundles vary by
e(Pc+ǫ) = e(Pc−ǫ) + [C1] + · · ·+ [Ck].(20)
Let NCi|X (resp. NCi|Xred) denote the normal bundle of Ci in X (resp. Xred).
Then NCi|X has a decomposition NCi|X = L
+
i ⊕ L
−
i , and on L
+
i (resp. L
−
i ) the
C∗-action by positive (resp. negative) weight. NCi|Xred is isomorphic to L
+
i ⊗ L
−
i .
Let α±i = c1(L
±
i ) denote the first Chern numbers of L
±
i . Then
c1(NCi|Xred) = α
+
i + α
−
i =
ˆ
Xred
[Ci]
2, i = 1, · · · , k.(21)
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−K3X h
1,1 h1,2 a X
48 2 0 1 Proj(TP 2)
3 0 2 (P 1)3 or P 1 × P˜ 2
46 2 0 1 blow up of P 3 along a line
3 0 1 blow up of P 3 along a line and a point
40 3 0 1 blow up of P 1 × P 2 along a conic on t× P 2
24 4 1 1 a divisor of degree (1, 1, 1, 1) in (P 1)4
36 4 0 1 blow up of Proj(TP 2) along two curves
5 0 2 the blow up of Y along two exceptional curve l, l′,
where Y is the blow-up of P 3 along two lines
38 4 0 1 blow up of (P 1)3 along a tridegree (0, 1, 1) curve
32 4 0 1 blow up of P 1 × P 2 at a (2, 1) and a (1, 0) curve
Table 6. Case a ≥ 1, b = c = 0
Since we assume XC
∗
has no interior isolated fixed points in this section, i.e.,
all other connected components in XC
∗
are algebraic curves except the maximum
and minimum components. Then the diffeomorphism type of Marsden-Weinstein
reduced spaces Xr := Xred does not depend on r [GS89] and is a Fano surface.
In the following we will detect the structure of X by analyzing the variation of
the Euler class of circle bundle Pr → Xred as r varies from the minimum to the
maximum. We denote e(Pr) by e− if r is near the minimum and by e+ if r is near
the maximum.
Theorem 7.1. Suppose that there is a semifree C∗-action on a Fano 3-fold X such
that there is no interior isolated fixed points, and at least one interior fixed curve
(i.e., a ≥ 1), then the possible X are listed Table 6.
Proof. By Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.4, if F− and F+ are not isolated fixed
points then they are Fano manifolds. Moreover the reduced space Xred is a del
Pezzo surface and will not change its diffeomorphic type. The del Pezzo surfaces
are listed as: P 2, P 1×P 1, the blow-up Sd of P 2 at 9−d points in general positions
for 1 ≤ d ≤ 8. We will give the proof according to the types of the Marsden-
Weinstein reduced spaces. Note if the Picard number of X is bigger than 6, then
X is of form P 1 × Sd, actually we only needed to consider the following 8 cases:
Case 1. Both F+ and F− are isolated fixed points. Integrate (c
S1
1 (TX))
3 ∈
H2S1(X,Z), via using Theorem 5.6 and the data in Table 4 we get
−K3X = 54.
Note in thise case Xred = P
2. Let u = c1(OP 2 (1)), then c1(Xred) = 3u. If r is near
the minimum (resp. maximum) then Pr → Xr is a Hopf fibration S1 →֒ S5 →
P 2 whose Euler class is e− = −u (resp. e+ = u) by Proposition 5.9. Suppose
C1, · · · , Ca are all interior fixed algebraic curves, and suppose [Ck] = xku, note
that xk > 0 since Ck is an embedded Ka¨hler submanifold. Hence
−u+ x1u+ x2u+ · · ·+ xau = u.
Hence we have a = 1 or a = 2. On the other hand, by the adjunction formulaˆ
P 2
(xku)
2 − 3
ˆ
P 2
xku
2 = 2gk − 2,
i.e.,
x2k − 3xk + 2 = 2gk, k = 1, 2, · · · , a.(22)
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By Atiyah and Bott’s Lefschetz fixed point formula in Theorem 5.1, via using the
local data computed in Proposition 5.4 and 5.5 we get
1 = −t
3
(1−t)3 +
1
(1−t)3 +
∑a
k=1
−t(1−t)χ(Ck)−(α
+
k
−α−
k
t)t
(1−t)3 ,
Hence
a∑
k=1
(α+k + χ(Ck)) =
a∑
k=1
(α−k + χ(Ck)) = 3.(23)
We have following cases:
Subcase 1. a = 1. By Proposition 4.4 the Hodge numbers of X are given by
h1,1 = 1, h1,2 = 0. By (22) we have x1 = 2, g1 = 0, there is only one fixed rational
curve C1. Hence α
+
1 = α
−
1 = 2. By the classifications of Fano threefolds [IP99,
Table §12.2], the only Fano threefold with h1,1 = 1, h1,2 = 0 and −K3X = 54 is a
smooth quadric Q ⊂ P 4. Hence we have the following two exact sequences:
0→ TX → TP 4 → OP 4(2)→ 0, 0→ TC1 → TX |C1 → NC1X → 0
Since TC1 = OP 1(2) and c1(NC1X) = α
−
1 +α
+
1 = 4, by the second exact sequence we
have c1(TX |C1) = 6. However, by the Euler exact sequence 0→ OP 4 → OP 4(1)
⊕5 →
TP 4 → 0 we have c1(TP 4 |C1) = 5 and hence by the first exact sequence we have
c1(TX |C1) = 3, it is a contradiction, hence this case is impossible.
Subcase 2. a = 2. By Proposition 4.4 the Hodge numbers of X are given by
h1,1 = 2, h1,2 = 0. By (22) we have x1 = x2 = 1 and g1 = g2 = 0, there are exactly
two fixed rational curves C1 and C2. Note that χ(C1) = χ(C2) = 1 and by (23)
α±1 +α
±
2 = 2. By the classifications of Fano threefolds [IP99, Table §12.3], the Fano
threefolds with h1,1 = 2, h1,2 = 0 and −K3X = 54 are P
1 × P 2 and the blow-up of
P 3 along a line.
The blow-up of P 3 along a line is clearly impossible. Firstly, the blowing up
center line is clearly invariant but not point-wise fixed, otherwise there is an induced
semifree action on P 3 with two isolated fixed points and an interior fixed curve, it
is a contradiction to Subcase 1. Since the induced action of C∗ on the blowing up
center line has exactly two fixed point, after blowing down the exceptional divisor,
it will means that there is a semifree C∗ action on P 3 whose fixed point set is two
points, three points or four points, they are all impossible by Corollary 5.3.
The case X = P 1 × P 2 is neither possible, otherwise we have exact sequences
0→ TCi → TP 1×P 2 |Ci → NCi → 0, i = 1, 2.
Since α±1 + α
±
2 = 2 we have c1(NC1) + c1(NC2) = 4. Therefore c1(TP 1×P 2 |C1) +
c1(TP 1×P 2 |C2) = 8. Write TP 1×P 2 |Ci = OP 1(2) ⊕ OP 1(ai) ⊕ OP 1(bi), by the Euler
sequences for P 2 we have ai+ bi = c1(TP 2) = 3. It is clearly impossible. Hence this
subcase is impossible.
To sum up, the case 1 is impossible.
Case 2. Both F+ and F− are rational curves. Then the Marsden-Weinstein
reduced space Xred is a P
1 bundle over P 1. Since Xred is a Fano surface hence
Xred = P
1 × P 1 or P˜ 2 ∼= PP 1(O ⊕ O(−1)), the blowing up of P
2 at one point.
Both of them are S2 bundle over S2. Let u, v be the dual class of the fiber and base
respectively.
Subcase 1. TheMarsden-Weinstein reduced spaceXred = P
1×P 1.Note c1(Xred) =
2u + 2v. Let [Ck] = xku + ykv and e± = x±u + y±v, then xk ≥ 0, yk ≥ 0 and
xk + yk > 0. By the adjunction formula´
P 1×P 1 [(xk − 2)u+ (yk − 2)v](xku+ ykv) = 2gk − 2,
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i.e.,
(xk − 1)(yk − 1) = gk, k = 1, 2, · · · , a.(24)
Note near the minimum of J, the restriction of circle bundle J−1(r)→ Xred to the
fibre of sphere bundle of Xred → P 1 is a Hopf fibration S1 →֒ S3 → S2. We may
assume e− = −u + y−v, and e+ = u + y+v or e+ = x+u ± v. On the other hand,
the Euler number of the normal bundle NF−|Xred is
c1(NF−) =
´
P 1
u =
´
P 1×P 1
u2 = 0,
and by the same reason we have c1(NF+) = 0. Integrate (c
S1
1 (TX))
3 ∈ H2S1(X,Z),
via using Theorem 5.6 and the data in Table 4 we get
−K3X = 12(c1(F−) + c1(F+)) + 4(c1(NF−) + c1(NF+)) = 48.
By Proposition 5.9, we have´
P 1×P 1
e2− =
´
P 1×P 1
e2+ = 0.
Hence we have y− = x+ = y+ = 0 and thus e− = −u or e+ = u or ±v.
Using the Lefschetz fixed point formula in Theorem 5.1 and the data in Propo-
sition 5.4 and 5.5, noting that c1(NF+) = c1(NF−) = 0, we have
1 = (1−t)t
2
(1−t)3 +
(1−t)
(1−t)3 +
∑a
k=1
−t(1−t)χ(Ck)−(α
+
k
−α−
k
t)t
(1−t)3 ,
hence ∑a
k=1(α
+
k + χ(Ck)) =
∑a
k=1(α
−
k + χ(Ck)) = 2.(25)
Since e− +
∑a
k=1(xku + ykv) = e+ and xk ≥ 0, yk ≥ 0, g1 ≥ 0 and xk + yk ≥ 1.
We have only the following two cases:
(i) a = 1. If g1 ≥ 1 then x1 ≥ 2, y1 ≥ 2 which is impossible. Hence g1 = 0
and C1 = u + v by (24) and e− = −u, e+ = v. Hence h1,1 = 2, h1,2 = 0 and
α+1 = α
−
1 = 1. By the classifications of Fano threefolds [IP99, Table §12.3], the only
Fano threefold with h1,1 = 2, h1,2 = 0 and −K3X = 48 is Proj(TP 2).
(ii) a = 2. Then C1 = C2 = u or Ci = u,C3−i = v for i = 1, 2. We have
g1 = g2 = 0 by (24) and h
1,1 = 3, h1,2 = 0. Suppose now J(C1) 6= J(C2). By
Proposition 5.9,α+1 = α
−
1 and α
+
2 = α
−
2 . By (25) we have α
+
1 +α
+
2 = α
−
1 +α
−
2 = 0.
Hence we have α+1 = α
−
1 = α
+
2 = α
−
2 = 0. By the classifications of Fano threefolds
[IP99, Table §12.4], there are two Fano threefold with h1,1 = 3, h1,2 = 0 and
−K3X = 48, they are P
1 × P 1 × P 1 and P 1 × P˜ 2. On P 1 × P 1 × P 1 such semifree
C∗-action is realized by
t · ([x1, x2], [y1, y2], [z1, z2]) = ([tx1, x2], [ty1, y2], [z1, z2]).
On P 1 × P˜ 2. such semifree C∗-action is defined as the following: Let C∗ act on P 2
by
t · ([z1, z2, z3]) = ([tz1, z2, z3]),
blowing up the fixed point we get an semifree action on P˜ 2 with two fixed lines.
Let C∗ act on P 1 by t ·([x1, x2]) = ([tx1, x2). Then there is a natural product action
on P 1 × P˜ 2 which is semifree and with required properties.
Subcase 2. The Marsden-Weinstein reduced spaceXred = P˜ 2 ∼= PP 1(O⊕O(−1)).
Let u, v ∈ H2(P˜ 2,Z) be a basis which are dual classes of the fibres and the zero
section P 1 respectively. Then
u2 = 0, v2 = −1, uv = 1.
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Let e± = x±u + y±v. Since the restriction of circle bundle ϕ
−1(a) → Xred on the
fibre of Xred → P 1 is a Hopf fibration, we have
c1(NF−) =
´
fibre
e− = (x−u+ y−v)u = −1,
c1(NF+) =
´
fibre e+ = (x+u+ y+v)u = 1.
Therefore y− = −1 and y+ = 1. Integrate (cS
1
1 (TX))
3 ∈ H2S1(X,Z), via using
Theorem 5.6 and the data in Table 4 we get
−K3X = 12(c1(F−) + c1(F+)) + 4(c1(NF−) + c1(NF+)) = 48.
By Proposition 5.9,
´
P˜ 2
e2− = 1,
´
P˜ 2
e2+ = −1. Thus x− = 0, x+ = 1 and
a∑
k=1
xk = 1,
a∑
k=1
yk = 2.(26)
Using the Lefschetz fixed point formula in Theorem 5.1 we have
1 = −t
3
(1−t)3 +
1
(1−t)3 +
∑a
k=1
−t(1−t)χ(Ck)−(α
+
k
−α−
k
t)t
(1−t)3 ,
hence
a∑
k=1
(α+k + χ(Ck)) =
a∑
k=1
(α−k + χ(Ck)) = 3.(27)
By formula (21), we have
2xkyk − y
2
k = α
+
k + α
−
k , k = 1, 2, · · · , a.(28)
On the other hand, by the adjunction formula´
P˜ 2
[(xku+ ykv)− (3u+ 2v)](xku+ ykv) = 2gk − 2,
i.e.,
(2xk − 1)(yk − 1) + 1 = y
2
k + 2gk, k = 1, 2, · · · , a.(29)
From (29) we know if xk = 0 then yk = 1, gk = 0; if yk = 0 then xk = 1, gk = 0.
By(26) in the rest cases we have 1 ≤ xk, yk ≤ 2, and then from (29) we have
(xk, yk, gk) = (1, 1, 0), (2, 2, 0) or (2, 1, 0). So gk = 0 in every possible case. Hence
by (27) and (28) we have
a∑
k=1
(2xkyk − y
2
k) = 6− 2
a∑
k=1
χ(Ck) = 6− 2a(30)
Take sums of the equations in (29), and using (26) and (30) we have
2− 2a =
a∑
k=1
[(2xkyk − y
2
k)− yk − 2xk] =
a∑
k=1
(2gk − 2) = −2a,
which is a contradiction. Hence this subcase is impossible.
To sum up, in Case 2, X are (P 1)3, P 1 × P˜ 2 or Proj(TP 2 ).
Case 3. F+ and F− are P
2 and an isolated fixed point. Without loss of generality
we may assume that F+ = P
2 and F− is an isolated fixed point. Note the Marsden-
Weinstein reduced spaceXred = P
2, the Hodge number h1,1 = 1+a and h1,2 =
∑
gk
by Proposition 4.4. Let [Ck] = xku with xk ≥ 1. By Proposition 5.9 we may assume
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e− = ±u. Let e+ = x+u, then c1(F+)c1(NF+) = 3x+, and c
2
1(NF+) = x
2
+. Using
the Lefschetz fixed point formula in Theorem 5.1
−t3
(1−t)3 +
∑a
k=1
−t(1−t)χ(Ck)−(α
+
k
−α−
k
t)t
(1−t)3
+
2(1−t)2−3t(1−t)x++t(1+t)x
2
+
2(1−t)3 = 1
we get{
x2+ − 3x+ − 2
∑a
k=1(α
+
k + χ(Ck)) = −2; (3a)
x2+ + 3x+ + 2
∑a
j=1(α
−
k + χ(Ck)) = 4. (3b)
(31)
By formula (21), α+k + α
−
k = x
2
k. Note in (31) the equation (3b)− (3a) is
3x+ +
a∑
k=1
(x2k + 2χ(Ck)) = 3.(32)
On the other hand, by the adjunction formula we have
x2k − 3xk + 2χ(Ck) = 0, k = 1, 2, · · · , a.(33)
By (32) and (33) we have
x+ +
a∑
k=1
xk = 1.(34)
Note x+ > x− ≥ −1 and xk ≥ 1. Hence we have e− = −u, x+ = 0 and a = 1.
Integrate (cS
1
1 (TX))
3 ∈ H2S1(X,Z), via using Theorem 5.6 and the data in Table 4
we get
−K3X = 27 + 3c
2
1(F+) + c
2
1(NF+)) + 3c1(F+)c1(NF+)) = 54 + x
2
+ + 9x+,(35)
hence −K3X = 54. By Proposition 4.4 the Hodge numbers of X are given by h
1,1 =
1 + a = 2. By (33) we have h1,2 = g1 = 0. By the classifications of Fano threefolds
[IP99, Table §12.3], X is P 1 × P 2 or the blow-up of P 3 along a line.
For X = P 1 × P 2, consider the exact sequence
0→ TC1 → TP 1×P 2 |C1 → NC1X → 0,
since c1(NC1X) = α
+
1 + α
−
1 = 1 we have c1(TP 1×P 2 |C1) = 3, therefore C1 ⊂ P
2.
Hence P 1 × (P 2 − C1) = P 1 × C2 is C∗-invariant and P 2 ⊂ P 1 × C2 is a C∗-fixed
complex submanifold. This is clearly impossible since TP 2 " TP 1 × C2.
To sum up, in Case 3, X is the blow-up of P 3 along a line and such a semifree
action is given in Example 6.5.
Case 4. F+ and F− are P
1×P 1 and a rational curve. Without loss of generality
we may assume that F+ = P
1×P 1, F− = P 1. Note the Marsden-Weinstein reduced
space Xred = P
1 × P 1. We may assume e− = ±u+ y−v. From Proposition 5.9 we
have ˆ
P 1×P 1
e2− = c1(NF−) = 0,
hence y− = 0 and e− = ±u. Therefore y+ ≥ 0. Let [Ck] = xku+ykv and e+ = x+u+
y+v. Then xk ≥ 0, yk ≥ 0 and c1(F+)c1(NF+) = (2u+2v)(x+u+y+v) = 2(x++y+)
and c21(NF+) = 2x+y+. By Lefschetz fixed point formula in Theorem 5.1
(1−t)t2
(1−t)3 +
∑a
k=1
−t(1−t)χ(Ck))−(α
+
k
−α−
k
t)t
(1−t)3
+ (1−t)
2−t(1−t)(x++y+)+t(1+t)x+y+
(1−t)3 = 1
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we get{
x+y+ − x+ − y+ −
∑a
k=1(α
+
k + χ(Ck))) = 1; (4a)
x+y+ + x+ + y+ +
∑a
k=1(α
−
k + χ(Ck))) = 1. (4b)
(36)
Hence x+y+ =
∑a
k=1(α
+
k − α
−
k ). On the other hand, by formula (21) we have
α+k + α
−
k = 2xkyk. In (36), the equation (4b)− (4a) is
x+ + y+ +
a∑
k=1
(xkyk + χ(Ck)) = 0.(37)
By the adjunction formula
xkyk − xk − yk + χ(Ck) = 0, k = 1, 2, · · · , a.(38)
By (37) and (38) we have
x+ + y+ +
a∑
k=1
(xk + yk) = 0.(39)
Hence we must have e− = −u and x+ ≥ 0 and thus
∑a
k=1(xk+yk) = 0. It is clearly
impossible since xk + yk ≥ 1.
Hence the Case 4 is impossible.
Case 5. F+ and F− are P˜ 2 and a rational curve. Without loss of generality we
may assume that F+ = P˜ 2, F− = P
1. Note the Marsden-Weinstein reduced space
Xred = P˜ 2. Let u, v ∈ H2(P˜ 2,Z) be a basis which are dual classes of the fibres
and the zero section P 1 respectively. Then
´
P˜ 2
u2 = 0,
´
P˜ 2
v2 =
´
P 1
v = −1, and´
P˜ 2
uv = 1. The restriction of circle bundle ϕ−1(a)→ Xred on the fibre of Xred →
P 1 is a Hopf fibration with Euler class v. We may assume e− = ±u+ x−v. On the
other hand, by formula (21), c1(NF−) =
´
P
v = −1, Note they are exactly the Euler
numbers of the normal bundles NF±|Xred , hence by Proposition 5.9,
´
P˜ 2
e2− = 1.
Hence x− = ±1. Thus e− = −u − v or e− = u + v. Let [Ck] = xku + ykv and
e+ = x+u + y+v. Note c1(F+) = 3u + 2v. So c1(F+)c1(NF+) = (3u + 2v)(x+u +
y+v) = 2x+ + y+ and c
2
1(NF+) = 2x+y+ − y
2
+.
(1−t)t2−t2
(1−t)3 +
∑a
k=1
−t(1−t)χ(Ck)−(α
+
k
−α−
k
t)t
(1−t)3
+
2(1−t)2−t(1−t)(2x++y+)+t(1+t)(2x+y+−y
2
+)
2(1−t)3 = 1
we get{
(2x+y+ − y2+)− (2x+ + y+)− 2
∑a
k=1(α
+
k + χ(Ck)) = −2; (5a)
(2x+y+ − y2+) + (2x+ + y+) + 2
∑a
k=1(α
−
k + χ(Ck)) = 4. (5b)
(40)
In (40), the equation (5b)− (5a) is
(2x+ + y+) +
∑a
k=1(α
+
k + α
−
k + 2χ(Ck)) = 3.(41)
From the formula (21) we have
2xkyk − y
2
k = α
+
i + α
−
i , k = 1, 2, · · · , a.(42)
On the other hand, by the adjunction formula for curves Ck we have
2xkyk − y
2
k − 2xk − yk + 2χ(Ck) = 0, k = 1, 2, · · · , a.(43)
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By (42) and (43) we have
2x+ + y+ +
a∑
k=1
(2xk + yk) = 3.(44)
Hence we must have e− = −u − v and x− = y− = −1. Since x+ =
∑
xk − 1 and
y+ =
∑
yk − 1, we have
a∑
k=1
(2xk + yk) = 3.(45)
Hence 1 ≤ a ≤ 3.
Subcase 1. a = 1. Then x1 = y1 = 1 or x1 = 0, y1 = 3. The genus of interior fixed
curve C1 is g1 = 0. The Hodge numbers of X are given by h
1,1 = 2 + a = 3 and
h1,2 = 0. Integrate (cS
1
1 (TX))
3 ∈ H2S1(X,Z), via using Theorem 5.6 and the data in
Table 4 we get
−K3X = 12c1(F−) + 4c1(NF−) + c
2
1(NF+)) + 3c1(F+)c1(NF+)
= 20 + 2x+y+ − y2+ + 3(2x+ + y+).
If x1 = y1 = 1 then −K3X = 20. If x1 = 0, y1 = 3 then x+ = −1 and y+ = 2, hence
−K3X = 12. By the classifications of Fano threefolds with h
1,1 = 3 in [IP99, Table
§12.4], this subcase does not exist.
Subcase 2. a = 2. Without loss generality, we assume x1 ≥ x2. If x1 = 1 then
x2 = 0 and y1 + y2 = 1. Hence x+ = 0 and y+ = 1 and we have
−K3X = 20 + 2x+y+ − y
2
+ + 3(2x+ + y+) = 22.
The Picard number of X are given by h1,1 = 2 + a = 4. By the classifications of
Fano threefolds with h1,1 = 4 in [IP99, Table §12.5] and [MM03], this subcase does
not exist.
Subcase 2. a = 3. Then x1 = x2 = x3 = 0 and y1 = y2 = y3 = 1. Hence x+ = −1
and y+ = 2 and we have
−K3X = 20 + 2x+y+ − y
2
+ + 3(2x+ + y+) = 12.
The Picard number of X are given by h1,1 = 2 + a = 5. By the classifications of
Fano threefolds with h1,1 = 5 in [IP99, Table §12.6], this subcase does not exist.
To sum up, the Case 5 is impossible.
In the rest of this proof, we consider the cases where both F+ and F− are Fano
surfaces. Suppose C1, · · · , Cm are all fixed curves. By Lefschetz fixed point formula
in Theorem 5.1∑m
i=1
−t(1−t)χ(C1)−(α
+
1−α
−
1 t)t
(1−t)3 +
−2t(1−t)2−t(1−t)c1(F+)c1(NF+)−t(1+t)c
2
1(NF+ ))
2(1−t)3
+
2(1−t)3−t(1−t)c1(F−)c1(NF− )+t(1+t)c
2
1(NF− )
2(1−t)3 = 1
Comparing the coefficients of tk for k = 0, 1, 2, 3 we get{
(c21(NF+)−c
2
1(NF−))−(c1(F+)c1(NF+)+c1(F−)c1(NF−))−2
∑m
i=1(α
+
1 + χ(C1)) = 0; (a)
(c21(NF+)−c
2
1(NF−))+(c1(F+)c1(NF+)+c1(F−)c1(NF−))+2
∑m
i=1(α
+
1 + χ(C1)) = 0. (b)
By (a)+(b) and (a)-(b), we have{
c21(NF+)− c
2
1(NF−) =
∑
i(α
+
i −α
−
i ); (c)
(c1(F+)c1(NF+) + c1(F−)c1(NF−)) = −
∑
i(α
+
i +α
−
i +2χ(C1)). (d)
(46)
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Integrate (cS
1
1 (TX))
3 ∈ H2S1(X,Z), via using Theorem 5.6 together with Proposition
5.7 and 5.8 we get
(47)
−K3X = 3(c
2
1(F+) + c
2
1(F−)) + c
2
1(NF+) + c
2
1(NF+)
+3(c1(F+)c1(NF+) + c1(F−)c1(NF−))
Case 6. Both F+ and F− are P
2. Note the Marsden-Weinstein reduced space
Xred = P
2. Assume e± = x±u and [Ck] = xku. Note xk > 0 and c1(F±) = 3u. So
c1(F±)c1(NF±) = 3x± and c
2
1(NF±) = x
2
±. By the adjunction formula
(xk − 3)xk = 2gk − 2, k = 1, 2, · · · , a.(48)
Since h1,1 = 2 + a, if a > 3 then X = P 1 × Sd and it very easy to check it is
impossible. Hence it suffices to consider a = 1, 2 and a = 3.
Subcase 1. a = 1. In this subcase we have h1,1 = 3 and h1,2 = g1. By (d) of (46)
we have
3x+ + 3x− = −(α
+
1 + α
−
1 + 2χ(C1)) = −x
2
1 + 2g1 − 2,(49)
hence 6x+ − 3x1 = −x
2
1 +2g1− 2. By (48) we must have x+ = 0. By (c) of (46) we
have α+1 −α
−
1 = −x
2
1, since α
+
1 +α
−
1 = x
2
1 we must have α
+
1 = 0, α
−
1 = x
2
1. By (47)
we have
−K3X = 54 + x
2
+ + x
2
− + 9(x+ + x−) = 54 + x
2
1 − 9x1
By the classifications of Fano threefolds [IP99, Table §12.4], the Fano threefolds
with h1,1 = 3 must have g1 = h
1,2 ≤ 8, hence x21 − 3x1 ≤ 14 and thus 1 ≤ x1 ≤ 6.
Using the classifications in [IP99, Table §12.4], case by case check, it is easy to see
only x1 = 1, 2 are possible and when x1 = 1 we have g1 = 0 and −K3X = 46, when
x1 = 2 we have g1 = 0 and −K3X = 40.
Subcase 2. a = 2. In this subcase we have h1,1 = 4 and h1,2 = g1 + g2. By (d) of
(46) we have
3x+ + 3x− = −
2∑
i=1
(α+i + α
−
i + 2χ(Ci)) = −x
2
1 − x
2
2 + 2g1 + 2g2 − 4,(50)
hence 6x+ − 3x1 − 3x2 = −x
2
1 − x
2
2 + 2g1 + 2g2 − 4. By (48) we must have x+ = 0.
Therefore (47) we have
−K3X = 54 + x
2
+ + x
2
− + 9(x+ + x−) = 54 + (x1 + x2)
2 − 9(x1 + x2)
By the classifications of Fano threefolds [IP99, Table §12.5], the Fano threefolds
with h1,1 = 4 must have h1,2 = 0 or 1.
If h1,2 = 1, then g1 + g2 = 1. Without loss of generality we assume g1 = 0 and
g2 = 1. Then x1 = 1 or 2 and x2 = 3. Only (x1, x2) = (1, 3) and (2, 3) are possible,
and in these cases −K3X = 24. By the classifications in [IP99, Table §12.5] and
[MM03], X is a divisor on P 1 × P 1× P 1 ×P 1 of multi-degree (1, 1, 1, 1). Hence we
have the following two exact sequences:
0→ TX → T(P 1)4 → O(P 1)4(1, 1, 1, 1)→ 0, 0→ TC1 → TX |C1 → NC1X → 0
Since c1(NC1X) = x
2
1, by the second exact sequence we have c1(TX |C1) = 2+x
2
1 > 2.
However by the first exact sequence we have c1(TX |C1) ≤ 2 since T(P 1)4 = OP 1(2)⊕
OP 1(2)⊕ OP 1(2)⊕ OP 1(2), it is a contradiction, hence this case is impossible.
If h1,2 = 0, then g1 = g2 = 0. Then x1 and x2 are equal 0 or 3. In these cases
we have −K3X = 36. By the classifications in [IP99, Table §12.5] and [MM03], X is
the blow-up of Proj(TP 2) along a disjoint union of two curves.
Subcase 3. a = 3. Just as in Subcase 2, we have x+ = 0 and
−K3X = 54 + (x1 + x2 + x3)
2 − 9(x1 + x2 + x3).
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Since h1,1 = 5 we have h1,2 = 0 and thus g1 = g2 = g3 = 0. Hence xk = 1 or 2 for
1 ≤ k ≤ 3 and hence −K3X = 36 or 24. By the classifications in [IP99, Table §12.6],
the possible X is the blow-up of Y along two exceptional lines of the blowing up
Y → P 3 along two lines. This is impossible, otherwise there is a semifree C∗-action
on Y whose maximum and minimum component are P 2 and whose interior fixed
points is a rational curve, it is impossible by analysis in Subcase 1. Hence the
Subcase 3 is impossible.
To sum up in the Case 6 we have only the following possibilities:
(1) −K3X = 40, the Hodge number h
1,1 = 3 and h1,2 = 0. X is the blow up of
P 1 × P 2 along a conic on t× P 2.
(2) −K3X = 46, the Hodge number h
1,1 = 3 and h1,2 = 0. X is the blow up of
P 3 along a disjoint union of a line and a point.
(3) −K3X = 36, the Hodge number h
1,1 = 4 and h1,2 = 0. X is the blow-up of
Proj(TP 2 ) along two curves.
Lemma 7.2. There is no semifree C∗ action on the smooth quadric Q ⊂ P 4.
Proof. Since the Picard number of Q is 1, the connected component of the fixed
point set where the moment map takes maximum or minimum is a line or an isolated
point by Proposition 4.4. If both of them are isolated point then there is exactly
one interior fixed rational curve, which is impossible by analysis in Case 1. If both
of them are lines then there is no interior fixed points and it is neither possible by
our classification in Table 5. If one of then is a line and the other is an isolated
point, without loss of generality suppose F+ is a rational curve and F− is a point.
Hence b = 1 and c = 0. Integrate 1 ∈ H∗S1(Q,Z) we get c(NF+) = 0; integrate
(cS
1
1 (TX))
3 ∈ H2S1(X,Z) we have
−K3Q = 12c1(F+) + 4c1(NF+) + 27− b− c = 50,
however it is well known that −K3Q = 54. 
Case 7. Both F+ and F− are P
1 × P 1. Note the Marsden-Weinstein reduced
space Xred = P
1 × P 1 and h1,1 = 3 + a. If a ≥ 2, by the classifications of Fano
threefolds in [IP99, Table §12.6], −K3X = 28 or 36, or X is of form P
1 × Sk with
k ≤ 6, where Sk is the blow up of P 2 at 9− k distinct general points. The last case
is clearly impossible since there is no semifree C∗ action on P 2 whose fixed point
set consisting of more than two isolated fixed points and a fixed line. If −K3X = 28
then X is the blow-up of Y along the three exceptional lines of the blowing up
Y → Q, and Y is the blow-up of the smooth quadric Q along a conic. It is possible,
otherwise we will obtain a semifree C∗-action on the quadric Q after blowing down,
which will contradict to Lemma 7.2. Hence the only possibility is −K3X = 36 if
a ≥ 2
In the following proof of Case 7, we assume a = 1.
Let u, v ∈ H2(P 1×P 1,Z) be a basis which are dual classes of the fibres and the
zero section P 1 respectively. Assume e± = x±u+ y±v, and [C1] = x1u+ y1v. Note
c1(F±) = 2u+ 2v. So c1(F±)c1(NF±) = 2x± + 2y± and c
2
1(NF±) = 2x±y±. On the
other hand, by the adjunction formula
x1y1 − x1 − y1 = −χ(C1).(51)
By the classifications of Fano threefolds [IP99, Table §12.5] and [MM03], the Fano
threefolds with h1,1 = 4 must have 24 ≤ −K3X ≤ 46 and h
1,2 = 1 or h1,2 = 0. Note
c21(F+) = c
2
1(F−) = 8, by (47) we have
−K3X = 48 + 2(x+y+ + x−y−) + 6(x+ + y+ + x− + y−).(52)
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Subcase 1. h1,2 = 1. Then by (51) we have (x1 − 1)(y1 − 1) = 1, since x1 ≥
0, y1 ≥ 0 and x1 + y1 ≥ 1 we must have x1 = y1 = 2. Since α
+
1 + α
−
1 = 2x1y1, by
(d) of (46) we have
2(x+ + y+ + x− + y−) = −(α
+
1 + α
−
1 + 2χ(C1)) = −8(53)
hence x+ + y+ = 0. by (52) and (53) we have
−K3X = 24− 2x
2
+ − 2(x+ − 2)(x+ + 2) = 32− 4x
2
+
hence −K3X = 24 or 28.
If −K3X = 28, by the classifications of Fano threefolds [IP99, Table §12.5] and
[MM03], X is the blow up of the cone over a smooth quadric S ⊂ P 3 along a
disjoint union of the vertex and an elliptic curve on S. Clearly both exceptional
divisors are not point-wise fixed. Since there is no interior isolated fixed points we
may assume there are at least one fixed curve on each exceptional divisors which
are not the blowing up center by Proposition 6.8. Hence the C∗-action on X has
at least 2 interior fixed curves, which is a contradiction.
Subcase 2. h1,2 = 0. Then by (51) we have (x1 − 1)(y1 − 1) = 0. Without loss of
generality we assume x1 = 1. Then α
+
1 + α
−
1 = 2y1 ≥ 0. By (d) of (46) we have
2(x+ + y+ + x− + y−) = −(α
+
1 + α
−
1 + 2χ(C1)) = −2(1 + y1)(54)
hence
x+ + y+ = 0.(55)
By (52) and (53) we have
−K3X = 48− 2x
2
+ + 2(x+ − 1)(−x+ − y1)− 6(1 + y1)
= 42− 4x2+ + 2x+(1− y1)− 4y1
= −3x2+ − [x+ − (1− y1)]
2 + (y21 − 6y1 + 43).
By the classifications of Fano threefolds [IP99, Table §12.5] and [MM03], if h1,1 = 4
and h1,2 = 0 then 26 ≤ 42− 4x2+ + 2x+(1− y1)− 4y1 ≤ 46, equivalently
(−4x2+ + 2x+)− 4 ≤ y1(2x+ + 4) ≤ (−4x
2
+ + 2x+) + 16,(56)
in particular x+ 6= −2 since if x+ = −2 we have −K3X = 22. In the following we
will consider cases x+ > −2 and x+ < −2 respectively.
If x+ < −2, since
−4x2++2x+
2x++4
= −2x+ + 5−
20
2x++4
, by (56) we have
2x+ + 5−
24
2x+ + 4
≥ y1 ≥ 2x+ + 5−
4
2x+ + 4
,(57)
Note if x+ ≤ −5 then 2x+ + 5 −
24
2x++4
≤ 0, contradict to that y1 ≥ 0. Hence
x+ ≥ −4. If x+ = −3 then −K3X = 2y1 If x+ = −4 then −K
3
X = 4y1 − 30. Since
−K3X ≥ 30, we must have y1 ≥ 15. Hence c1(NC1X) = 2x1y1 ≥ 30. However, by the
classifications in [IP99, Table §12.5] and [MM03], each X is obtained from several
blowing-ups from P 1 × P 1 × P 1, P 1 × S, P 3 or obtained from several blowing-ups
from divisors (with small bidegree (1, 1)) in P 2 × P 2, hence c1(TX |C1) ≤ 6. (We
give an example to indicate it. For example, the blow up of P 3 along two disjoint
lines, after the blowing up the first line, the obtained threefold is denoted by X1.
Let E1, E2 be the exceptional divisors, then 0 → TE1 → TX1 → NE1X1 → 0 and
0 → TE2 → TX → NE2X1 → 0. Hence c1(TX) ≤ c1(TE2) ≤ c1(TX1) ≤ c1(TE1) ≤
c1(TP 3) = 4). But by the exact sequence 0→ TC1 → TX |C1 → NC1X → 0, we have
c1(TX |C1) = 2 + c1(NC1X) ≥ 32, it is a contradiction. Hence the case x+ < −2 is
impossible.
In the following we assume x+ > −2.
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If x+ = −1 then −K3X = 36− 2y1. If y1 ≥ 3 then by the classifications in [IP99,
Table §12.5] and [MM03], we may have −K3X = 26, 30 and X is the blow-up of
P 1 × P 1 × P 1 along a curve of tridegree of (1, 1, 2) or (1, 1, 3), neither of them are
possible just for the similar reasoning as the proceeding paragraph:c1(TX |C1) =
2 + c1(NC1X) = 2 + 2x1y1 = 8, but c1(TX |C1) ≤ c1(TP 1×P 1×P1|C1) ≤ 6. Hence
−K3X = 36, 34, 32.
Now we assume x+ > −1. Since
−4x2++2x+
2x++4
= −2x++5−
20
2x++4
, by (56) we have
2x+ − 1 ≤ 2x+ + 5−
24
2x+ + 4
≤ y1 ≤ 2x+ + 5−
4
2x+ + 4
,(58)
since y1 is an integer we have 2x+ − 1 ≤ y1 ≤ 2x+ + 4. If y1 = 2x+ − 1 then
−K3X = 46 − 8x
2
+ − 4x+ since x+ ≥ 0 we have −K
3
X = 46, 34 for x+ = 0, 1. If
y1 = 2x+ + k for 0 ≤ k ≤ 4 then
−K3X = 42− 4x
2
+ + 2x+(1− 2x+ − k)− 4(2x+ + k)
≤ 42− 8x2+ − 6x+
and it will be less than 42−32−12 = −2 if x+ ≥ 2, if x+ = 1 then −K3X = 28−6k.
Hence by the classifications in [IP99, Table §12.5] and [MM03], we must have x+ = 0
and
−K3X = 42− 4x
2
+ + 2x+(1− 2x+ − k)− 4(2x+ + k) = 42− 4k,
hence −K3X = 42, 38, 34, 30 for y1 = 2x+, 2x+ + 1, 2x+ + 2, 2x+ + 3 respectively.
To sum up, if h1,2 = 0 then the possible values of−K3X are 36, 34, 32, 46, 42, 38, 30.
We will exclude −K3X = 42 and 46. If −K
3
X = 32, it will have two possibilities, we
will exclude one case of them.
If −K3X = 32, then X has two possibilities by the classifications in [IP99, Table
§12.5]. In the first case X is the blow-up of Y along a proper transformation of a
conic passing through two point p, q and Y is the blow-up of a quadric Q at p, q.
In the second case, X is the blow-up of P 1 × P 2 along two curves of bidegree of
(2, 1) and (1, 0)-respectively. The first case is impossible since otherwise we will get
a semifree C∗ action on the quadric Q after some equivariant blow downs, which
will contradict to Lemma 7.2.
If −K3X = 46, by the classifications of Fano threefolds [IP99, Table §12.5], X is
the blow-up of Y along the two exceptional lines of the blowing up Y → P 3, and
Y is the blow-up of P 3 along a line. We claim it is impossible by using Proposition
6.8. If both exceptional divisors of the blow up X → Y are point-wise fixed, then
after blowing down we get a semifree C∗ action on Y whose fixed point set consists
of three rational curves which is impossible by Case 2. If both exceptional divisors
of the blow up X → Y are not point-wise fixed, then the C∗ action on X will have
more than 2 interior fixed curves or at least one interior isolated fixed point. If one
exceptional divisor of the blow up X → Y is point-wise fixed and the other is not,
then the C∗ action on X will also have more than 2 interior fixed curves or at least
one interior isolated fixed point.
If −K3X = 42, by the classifications of Fano threefolds [IP99, Table §12.5], X =
P 1×S7, where S7 is the blow-up of P
2 at two distinct points. It is clear impossible
since there is no semifree C∗ action on S7 with an isolated fixed point and two fixed
lines.
The cases −K3X = 30 and 34 are impossible. We take −K
3
X = 30 as an example
and the case −K3X = 34 is proved in the same way. If −K
3
X = 30 then the possible
X is the blow-up of (P 1)3 along a curve C of tridegree (1, 1, 2). The blow up center
curve C must be point-wise fixed. If C is not point-wise fixed, then the restricted
action of C∗ on C have isolated fixed points, the fixed point set of the induced
C∗ action on (P 1)∗ has exactly two connected components and both of them are
surfaces isomorphic to P 1 × P 1, and C is a curve connected these two surfaces
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(otherwise the C∗-action on X has interior isolated fixed points) since the moment
map is strictly increasing along the C∗-orbits. Since the C∗-action on X has no
interior isolated fixed points, by Proposition 6.8, the C∗-action on X has at least
two interior fixed curves, a contradiction. Hence C is point-wise fixed. Moreover
after blow-down we get a semifree C∗-action on (P 1)3 whose fixed points are exactly
two surface both isomorphic to P 1 × P 1 and C is a curve located in one of these
fixed surfaces. However it will contradict to the fact that C is curve of tridegree
(1, 1, 2).
To sum up in the Case 7 we have only the following possibilities:
(1) −K3X = 24, the Hodge number h
1,1 = 4 and h1,2 = 1. X is a divisor of
multidegree (1, 1, 1, 1) in P 1 × P 1 × P 1 × P 1.
(2) −K3X = 38, the Hodge number h
1,1 = 4 and h1,2 = 0. X is the blow-up of
(P 1)3 along a curve of tridegree (0, 1, 1).
(3) −K3X = 32, the Hodge number h
1,1 = 4 and h1,2 = 0. X is the blow-up of
P 1 × P 2 along two curves of bidegree (2, 1) ans (1, 0).
(4) −K3X = 36, the Hodge number h
1,1 = 5 and h1,2 = 0. X is the blow-up of
Proj(TP 2 ) along two lines.
Case 8. Both F+ and F− are P˜
2. Note the Marsden-Weinstein reduced space
Xred = P˜
2 and h1,1 = 3+ a. Let u, v ∈ H2(P˜ 2,Z) be a basis which are dual classes
of the fibres and the zero section P 1 respectively. Then
´
P˜ 2
u2 = 0,
´
P˜ 2
v2 =´
P 1
v = −1, and
´
P˜ 2
uv = 1. Assume [Ci] = xiu + yiv, where xi ≥ 0 and yi ≥ 0
and xi + yi > 0. Note c1(F±) = 3u + 2v. So c1(F±)c1(NF±) = 2x± + y± and
c21(NF±) = 2x±y±−y
2
±. By the adjunction formula for curve Ci we have (−c(F+)+
[Ci])[Ci] + 2χ(Ci) = 0, i.e.,
2xiyi − y
2
i − 2xi − yi + 2χ(Ci) = 0.(59)
Note c21(F+) = c
2
1(F−) = 8, by (47) we have
−K3X = 48 + (2x+y+ − y
2
+ + 2x−y− − y
2
−) + 3(2x+ + y+ + 2x− + y−).(60)
By (d) of (46) we have
2x+ + y+ + 2x− + y− = −
a∑
i=1
(α+i + α
−
i + 2χ(Ci)),(61)
since 2x++y++2x−+y− = 2(2x++y+)−
∑a
i=1(2xi+yi) and α
+
i +α
−
i = 2xiyi−y
2
i ,
we have 2x+ + y+ = 0.
Subcase 1. a = 1 and h1,2 = 1. By the classifications of Fano threefolds [IP99,
Table §12.5], the Fano threefolds with h1,1 = 4 must have −K3X ≥ 24. Then by (59)
we have x1 =
y1(y1+1)
2(y1−1)
, since x1 ≥ 0, y1 ≥ 0 and x1 + y1 ≥ 1 we must have y1 ≥ 2.
If y1 ≥ 4 then x1 = 1 +
y1
2 +
1
y1−1
is not an integer. Hence y1 = 2 or y1 = 3 and
(x1, y1) = (3, 2) or (3, 3). Hence α
+
1 + α
−
1 = 2x1y1 − y
2
1 = 8 or 9. By (d) of (46) we
have
2x+ + y+ + 2x− + y− = −(α
+
1 + α
−
1 ).(62)
If (x1, y1) = (3, 2), use (60) we get
−K3X = 24 + (−8x
2
+ + 2(x+ − 3)(y+ − 2)− (y+ − 2)
2) = 32− 16x2+
hence x+ = 0 and −K3X = 32. If (x1, y1) = (3, 3), then
−K3X = 21 + (−8x
2
+ + 2(x+ − 3)(−2x+ − 3)− (−2x+ − 3)
2) = 30− 16x2+ − 6x+,
therefore x+ = 0 or ±1 and −K
3
X = 30 or 18.
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However, by the classifications of Fano threefolds [IP99, Table §12.5], the Fano
threefolds X with h1,1 = 4 and h1,2 = 1 must have −K3X = 24 or 28, hence this
subcase can’t happen.
Subcase 2. a = 1 and h1,2 = 0. Then by (59) we have x1 =
y1(y1+1)+2
2(y1−1)
, since
x1 ≥ 0, y1 ≥ 0 and x1+y1 ≥ 1 we must have y1 ≥ 2. If y1 ≥ 6 then x1 = 1+
y1
2 +
2
y1−1
is not an integer. Hence 2 ≤ y1 ≤ 5. In order that both x1 and y1 are integers, it
is easy to check that (x1, y1) = (4, 2) and (x1, y1) = (4, 5) are only possibilities. If
(x1, y1) = (4, 2) then by (d) of (46) we have
2x+ + y+ + 2x− + y− = −(α
+
1 + α
−
1 + 2χ(C1)) = −14.(63)
By (60) and (65) we have
−K3X = 6− 8x
2
+ − 2(x+ − 4)(2x+ + 2)− (2x+ + 2)
2 = 18− 16x2+ + 4x+
Hence −K3X ≤ 22. If (x1, y1) = (4, 5) then then By (d) of (46) we have
2x+ + y+ + 2x− + y− = −(α
+
1 + α
−
1 + 2χ(C1)) = −17.(64)
By (60) and (65) we have
−K3X = −3− 8x
2
+ − 2(x+ − 4)(2x+ + 5)− (2x+ + 5)
2
= 12− 16x2+ − 14x+,
hence −K3X ≤ 12. However, by the classifications of Fano threefolds [IP99, Table
§12.5] and [MM03], the Fano threefolds X with h1,1 = 4 and h1,2 = 0 must have
−K3X ≥ 26, hence this subcase can’t happen.
Subcase 3. a = 2. In this case we must have h1,1 = 5 and h1,2 = 0. Just as
Subcase 2, we must have (xi, yi) = (4, 2) or (4, 5). Assume there are k-pairs (4, 2)
and 2− k pairs (4, 5). Then
2x+ + y+ + 2x− + y− = −14k − 17(2− k) = 3k − 34.(65)
Note x− = x+ − 8 and y− = −2x+ − 2k − (2 − k)5 = −2x+ + 3k − 10. Hence
−K3X = 48 + 3(3k − 34)− 8x
2
+ − 2(x+ − 8)(2x+ − 3k + 10)− (2x+ − 3k + 10)
2
= 48 + 3(3k − 34)− 16(3k − 10)− (3k − 10)2 − 16x2+ + (18k − 28)x+
= 6 + 21k − 9k2 − 16x2+ + (18k − 28)x+.
By the classifications of Fano threefolds with h1,1 = 5 in [IP99, Table §12.6], we
must have −K3X = 28, 36. However, if k = 0 then −K
3
X = 6− 16x
2
+ − 28x+, hence
we must have x+ = −1 and −K3X = 34. If k = 1 then −K
3
X = 18− 16x
2
+ − 10x+,
hence we must −K3X ≤ 12. If k = 2 then −K
3
X = 12 − 16x
2
+ + 8x+, hence we
must −K3X ≤ 12. Hence the Subcase 3 is impossible by the classifications of Fano
threefolds [IP99, Table §12.5] and [MM03].
Subcase 4. a ≥ 3. By the classifications of Fano threefolds in [IP99, Table §12.6],
X is of form P 1 × Sk with k ≤ 5, where Sk is the blow up of P
2 at 9 − k distinct
general points. Since the exceptional lines are invariant under C∗-action, it means
the fixed point set XC
∗
have more than 9 − 5 = 4 connected components, hence
this subcase is also impossible.
To sum up, the case 8 is impossible.
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